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The Hot Section Technology (HOST) Dynamic Gas Temperature Measurement System
Computer Program acquires data from two Type B thermocouples of different diameters. The
analysis method then determines the insitu value of an aerodynamic parameter t, containing
the heat transfer coefficient from the transfer function of the two thermocouples. This
aerodynamic parameter is then used to compute a frequency response spectrum and compensate
s • the dynamic portion of the signal of the smaller thermocouple. Detailed discussions of the
calculations for the aerodynamic parameter and the data compensation technique are presented
in Section III.C. of Volume I. Compensated data is presented in either the time or frequency
F domain. Time domain data are presented as dynamic temperature vs time (compensated or
uncompensated). Frequency domain data are presented per the table below (compensated or
uncompensated):
Function Dimensions Engineering Units
•	 Power Spectral Density (PSD) .dean Square/Hz °F!/Hz W/Hz)
•	 Log Power Spectral Density Mean Squw*/Hz db ref 1 °F4/Hz (0.30OK2/Hz)
• 10 log 1 , PSD
• Linear Power Spectral Density rms/	 Hz °F/Vii^ (OZNK/,F^)
• Positive Square Root of PSD
• Nanrowband Frequency Spectrum me OF (K)
• Positive square root of autospectral density
(autopower) function with narrowbaod signal
correction for FFT windowing function applied
and no normalization to per unit bandwidth
The data analysis and compensation software was implemented on a digital computer
based Hewlett Packard (HP) model 5451C Fourier Analyzer system. This manual contains the
computer program listings, software operating instructions and computer hardware require-
ments. Extensive use was made of the HP system operating software package. For convenience,
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The HOST S ystem is built around a HEWLETT-PACKARD 5451C FOURIER
ANALYZER with 64K words of menoru. The hardware re quired to





Dis p laa Unit
Analog to Disital Cur,verter
Control Ur,i t
Low Pais Filter (4 each )
I/O Extender
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(1) 4 Channel ONtiur, it, r(-,aui red.
(2) This dirt drive has bi!F-t, undated to 7906.
(3) Hard cu p,.-.s tinit i.•. „r ,':.,t'actured bs Tektronix.
The y uftwave rur • `.iti s y %!,em is based on the HEWLETT-PACKARD
software su p r-liedl
 uit.f the 54510 FOURIER SYSTEM. All functios,^.,
in 'i;he standard F r :s,rior• Svstea, are maintainedr boat-u p and uFera-
tior, instru(,1 cans are Fer the s ystem manual. However additional
!..,.,"i.w . a	 ::een aided to th r ive the HOST System.
This R. :
 :a? is divided into t:wyj sectiorr:^:
SY 'EM SOFTWAh;^	 - T'rria> ::,k,':tiun	 ruvii3rF s a uamr-ler.N i.i^s3,irr4 of
HOST SjsLem Softwarev arid ths ., Command Files:.
1GO Ael,e ('Jt a I,he HOST Sssstt m 0ve r 1. aas .
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT MMELi





SECTION 1 - SYSTEM OPERATION
Svstem o peration is divided into 3 Partst these are:
o Theoretical TRANSFER FUNCTION of the lar ge wire thermocouple
to the small wire thermocouple.
u Measured TRANSFER FUNCTION of the lar ge wire thermocou p le to
.fid small wire thermocouple,
u Data Processin g
 and r-lot,ting.
The abbreviatiu" '00' wi' 1 be used in p lace of the words
'TRANSFER FUNCTION' when e r that Process is implied.
Suste:m in p ut is anc , m p l x shed „m settin g
 SYSTEM EDITS. During
Each p art of cs.•sstem a oration+ u series of ouestions p er-
c .tinir;-A tr, tha sm art of swsLem ane p ation is as! e,d bw tV u swstem







1.0 THEORETICAL H(f) OF THE LARGE WIRE THERMOCOUPLE TO THE
SMALL WIRE THERMOCOUPLE.
This Part consisis of 4 Phasesr these are'.
o In puttin g thermocoup le wire and gas stream Parameters.
* Storiri g this data on the swstem disc..
u Generatin g a familw of curvesr from .5 to 1.5 GAMMA• of
the Lhermucou p le wire vs. the gas stream. Moth large
wire and small wi rt' .
o 'Dividirl g the two r::3at .iiir:s (lar g e wire /small wire) to
obtain a 1:i^i ) r^i . ,f ^ mi 1':o curves.
i..i.	 Thleralur,ui_sr. le wire and :Ias stream Parameter in put is
accomPlished bw settin g SYSTEM EDITS. To access the
edits fu+ Lhis Part of the s ystemr cress RESTARTr EDITr
AUTO °- SEQ and YES on the SYSTEM CONTROL. Panel. A co ps
of Kene adits appears on the next Pa ge. Althou gh the
edits al e: self exPlanlatorw f edit no. 25 needs further
t:larifieatiun. This odit sets the freuuencw eude fur
the fam i l •a of curvets about to be generated. It also
scats r,he followin g sastem constraints'.
u Oril y 4 &-lta-f svLti;t g s arc:: allowedo These are .2r .Sr
1 ! and 2.
'	 u Orll •v ..- i r and 0 maw be entered for Powers of 10. 	 That i:.r
when the delta-f settin g is .2 or .5v then) a -1 mu g s be
ente p od fur the rower of 10. When ti lt:` delta-f setting is
_' at _	 th,:r; ^; u musL be` ernered.
u Edil 1)u, 28 u+).JsL b e an inte g ar multi p le that, is A r•eateyr•
Lne;t u p t:'t.?UB1 edit ll u. 25
FAILURE T1 OBSERUF THESE I::ONSTRAINTS WILL RESULT IN
ERRONEOUS DATA t 1
'. r 2	 , Ae .:,t cund Ph :3'se g ate'• ist s or storin g these edits on tile?
.,':3wtem disc.	 P r'ufl' &w edits are stored I n at SFT-UP and
^O ,ho	 1.	 .:c:^ , 1...	 ... .I.lrlc' d an the swi, c,nl disc.
Aftei {:eLt.:ion the edits for a Parti cular T Cr the
T
	.^^,-••:..1 ^'	 1. '>> stor e dL^^ s )' t `r:^,'::>) . 3 1 '.# ;► ESTr',R 1 !	 MOIIr.. SHIF T a i"1 r,S
iAVE alt the SYSTEM CONTROL Panel. The '^ ,:sstem wil'
.3:.J, wi1. 3}, ,:C.solLlk`r to . ovo LAP 	 i nt u a nd the I: ,)
ere Le r,.,	 )ll.;irei±t::• t• betwe:e 1 3 and 1 00.	 The )•' )'3:19 r•dm
vdi^s er a "ow n<:? ved on the "i nc -	 Tw o set-Ur- ,.a at-v re-
(" . .Trl? +'i f+.+r l,h,. .	 uC .,s:.t.ew u pwration r one fur the
nwal 
ti w i. ru T:' ' 
ind .3"oLher ro, Lhe 1^s
^ 1rde wire tt T /C.
.1mill?	 .vJ, ;10 l"(:' s1 i.i+ .l t.l ^,	 :. 1't "' l . ) )°.^! 	 to l:!t. .... 1.; r>. 	 I	 Lhru	 10 k. el)
Q +1's"d ft,) r K " i • c.io and P rut'.'e'.rL:.r."A.	 Set-Mi p s 11 th r'C)tJuh
100 can m ils Ln u sed for stor a ge.
5
:': r;i iU lis	 Eb-. r%E MEASUREImi	 - y -4 ,24 FUEL TO AIR RATIO (F/A)*?
THE GRE: i IC A L H (f) CRITERIA	 `` ''	 rti0 % <pwh 102	
—2
E'R: N T F'ARAME i"i.R VALUES?
c'Or: ':i..i..^ ^..:tNE 
y 
= OR SINGLE	 PRINT THE REST OF THE PARAMETERS?
11	 i ^^. L.4OBF (0 x-F' 4./6%Rhv l=Pt/30%Rh)7
J D E. .	 G
i	 :..FNGTH O! SUPP ORT WIRE: (INCHES)?
::int.t^::	 rw ► 	 10:r
—3
1.3 L-ENGTH OF SMALLER WIRE (INCHES/2)?
L&,lc^th":- ::Pwr 1v
28	 —3
D TAME ; E:R OF `)U'PVORT WIRE ( INCHES)?
^i ►r^ t,	 ; s1 w r 10
1;j DIAMETER' OF SMALLER WIRE (INCHES)^
dalti
21 M EAN GAS TEMPERATURE ( DEG — F )
tealF-
	 : ►~wr 1 C
1.7 0 0	 0
VEAN fir'ai.. PRESSURE (P SIA ti'











2W THECRETICAL DELTA-F SETTING?
	












incr 'r < pwr 10'^
0
19 LARGE OR SMALL WIRE T/C?
(O=SMALL+ I.-LARGE)	 0
30 EVALUATE: (LARGE WIRE/SMALL WIRE)
T/C H(f)? (O-NOv 1 a;=YES)	 0









1 ,3 The third phase consists of recallin g a set,-urn for the
lar ge or shall wire T/C and generate the transfer funs-
Liun of that T/C to the gas stream. This is aecompliuhwd
bw using the FINITE ELEMENT MODEL al gorithm developed
at PIWA. To recall a set-u p t Press RESTART. MODE SHIFT
eiid RECALL. on the SYSTEM CONTROL Panelr and then enter
t1ty desired sat-u p number. The contents of the set-up
un the disc• reasair, unaltered. Press AUTO-BED to start
generatin:t,l the transfer function. U pon comp letions the
swstem will Print ALL. DONE! on the terminal.
1.4 The final Phase consists of recallin g the remainin g set-
ur- and generatin g its transfer function. At this Point•
edit no. 30 s; ould have 'amen set to 1 so that the transfer
function of the lar ge wir y to small wire T/C can be
evaluated,
2.0 MEASURED H(f) OF THE LARGE WIRE T/C TO THE SMALL WIRE T/C,
2.1 The fir% r t Pha•.^s, of this Part consists of recallin g the
tst -Par rut . 1,hm- small wire T/C. This must be done be-
c:ausk• if the set-u p for the lar ge wire T/C is in carer
:.ifca ;u^ y i, NCa mats :3errvrate a cum p erasation s pectrum fur
lAtat T/Cr RESULTING IN ERRONEOUS DATA!!
A^.2 The second phase consists of settin g the Pro g ram edits
for this Part of the Pro g ram. To access these editsr
s-r•ess RESTARTr EIy ITr MAP TIME arid YES. The edits
will be listen or, the terminal. A r.opw of these edits
.a.-i- ars or► the r,E;;t p a ge. Althou gh the edits are self
e .i., lanatorwr there are a few F, oints worth mentionirrg2
o The :,tan ► Lier • ersLeved for edit nu. 8 must r ► ever be less
t.hisr, 70 because record no. ' ri is the first record where
,r,w ti if, te rl41mairs ,,laLa is sturecl.
u An ► s , l i f irr. r•	 ar v entered in VOL.TS/VOLT.
,,,	 levol., and D C uffsets are en Lered in VOLTS.
^.;z	 Tho last Phasrz of thi::: r1 8rt L'o r ► sists of ac:-ouirin	 Life
,iata. Press MAP TIME un the SYSTEM CONTROL Panel
to enter this Phase. The ssstem will acouire datay
•	 scale it de:,lroe:s faveitheitr remove anw DC offset, if art
uffsei, wa ersteredy and sture it ors the disc. A ma:;-
irs► um ;;r 1;	 Pj-cords of lata +ears Lie acouiried.	 The 3s tt.-.!u,
wl;ll evaluaste	 trar,rwfer fur,r.:tion ht-tweeii the lar • st? ar,,!
wi:'ta	 /G ali fl	 it Li.t? iuvvsured H(r) tiurvv
.. 4;FI.:, c., r' tho 1,heoreA.ivaI H(f) cu r-ves.	 A'., Lhi^, tycai.rsf,
o W of 1,wu L` ► ijvj ,^  'hat-v r, y if I,he measrared curve, c:,, i, S:a
a:, s ur '..i,t 	 the :,vsten► will ral.•-
a ; s!.;	 .+rr .:s'3 N, <: .s	 v,sta'.	 o f :GAMMA arld di ; p ldw 1.1' ► t	 t fw+:5ui L.	 t A=
''r s	 I",i,J 'T,NUF ut. Life ;;t]N?'F'C1	 LINIT to g c+ ri er6te Li ► t_
iJ " .• £c'1 ,,r ► the usrat'^s.sred value
iiA Pi1Ss`t.	 i,::.	 ► ut:t:,	 i:C:Y.•tat:	 ^.si'i ► ,. ► t. 40 tsjr,tate<.	 ar ► r^ tint,
I,.a:•;
	 -,.i.i ' ♦ 	 r r LnL ► tL1... it014E!	 ur•rris c: c,u,sletiun	 1f
I;t,; y ;t>r . ., t: t-U : ,.sr 3 ,- did nul . c rc, ;<. ars-^4 of the theoretica1%.
i,i,,.:t,	 ::r•_.,.	 :3;.	 I,u	 i.'rr, l	 rf(`tr,. a.	 ;:. di • a;,, lawed un the	 Lee
+n1,fs,^.	 ^ r+a ► •T•..`t.:r.:`:.tsit,^	 •^tur •^
:
DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT —
MEASURED 3 ;') (CRITERIA
PRINT PARAMETER VALUES?
'YES` FOR ALL? LINE # FOR SINGLE
05 AEC DELTA—F SETTING?
r' , wr 10>
0
PRINT THE REST OF THE PARAMETERS?
i	 +lAt. PAW 19
OF P" QVAM
6 ACQUIRE NEW DATA OR RE—PROCESS
FROM THRU—PUT FILET t0- NEW DATA.
1 :: RE--PROCESS)	 1
1.i' Ai"(lU IRINC NEW DATA'$
A	 0	 NUMBER OF T F RU—PUT RECORDS
EE.5IRE D?	 64
#:^:K^^k^:#^^t:i^^k###^K^##>tc+k^c##^t^c##^k^t^C##^k#Ac##*##
i	 IF DATA I5 RE:—PROCESSED:
0	 STAP I N6 RECORD NUMBER? (70p
A	 739 769 ETC.)	 70
is	 09 NUMBER OF PUWER SPECTRUh AVG' S
170 .
'13 NEW C3 ►&MA AND NEW COMP# S'P'EC.?
(O=NU1 I YFS)	 1





Ii0 'CHANULL. • A` AMPLIFIER GAIN?
	
.tf!	 0
11 CHANNEL • A' RECORD LEVEL?
lfevl > . . Pwr l0i
	
1	 0




20 CHANNEL. • 8' AMPLIFIER GAIN?
`-`• dai n > "' pwr 10>
	
0	 0
1 CHANNEL • R` RECORD LEVEL?
f: 1evl p <'wwr 10'
	
1	 (i
2 CHANNEL • B, LAC OFFSET
<Uff'set;> •' p wr 10>
	
0	 co
30 CHANNEL 'C 4
 AMPLIFIER GAIN?
	
g ain	 0-wr 10>
	
5a	 0





31 CHANNEL 'C" DC OFFSET?
<;bf f sE+t	 :^w r 10'
	
u	 l'i






3.0 DATA PROCESSING AND PLOTTING
3.1 Just as before the first Phase is to set the edits for
this warrt of s ystem operation. Press RESTARTr MODE
SHIFT• EDITr MAP TIME and YES on the SYSTEM CONTROL
varrel and the edits will be listed. Alain a corn of
Leese **its arrrears on the roaxt pale. Unlike the rre-
viuur rartsr this or+e is ver y deceiving . Great flex-
iUi1iLv lids been built into this part of the system.
The following PloL Presentations are availables
is INSTANTANEOUS DATA
Small wire corrwerisated u p uncompensatedr time or from
. L.ar gv wire com pensated or uncarwrensatedr time or free
u AVERAGED DATA
. Sisiml 1 w i ry comee vivo a teJ u r uncom pensatwd r free only
. L a r jv wire unrum perisated r freer only
_;+ .P*	 I TIME and FREQUENCY r;rnd*% are available.
3.2 Af1.Mr , siet.tiri-I the	 edits+ ,-ress RESTARTr MODE
S HTFT, i(id MAP TIME Lto g lut the JaLa.
Thj	 i • oriel lodes i,itc• OFF_.KPTION SECTION of this wanua,l.
11
T1,'FI BFI C TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT - #
PR(,,I ESSINC ANt FL OTTING CRITERIA # 31 STARTING TIME?
# ; time <P w r 10>
PRTNT PARAMI` TFR VALUES ? # 450 :3
*YES* FOR AL.L+ LINE # FOR SINGLE >I
# 32 ENDING TIME?
10	 PITT IINCOIIPFNSATED OF COMPENSATED >k <t.ie* > < pwr 10>
DATA ? 	(0} 1;NCOMP.
	 I -COMP)	 0 # 475 -3
20 f'LUT AVERAGEV OR INSTANTANEOUS	 PRINT THE REST OF THE PARAMETERS
DATA,	 (0-AV6 + 	 1iINST)	 1
#	 IF DATA IS INSTANTANEOUS:
21 STARTING RECORD N0.?
	 70
#	 22 NO, OF RECORDS?	 3
^K
A	 23 THRESH0 1.1) TO CLEAR ON FREQ UA-
* TA I N *dB* l	 -60
4 NO. nF 'SMOOTHS* TO PERFORM ON
* TIME DATAT	 0
p2n Fl_OT	 TIME	 A FRED RATA?	 (©wTIME
# ONL.Y.	 1=TIME	 i FRFQ)	 1
>r	 IF DATA IS AVERAGED:
i	 26 PL.OT LARGL UF% SMALL WIRE DATA?
* (0- 8Mi;LA.. ,p	 14 ARGE )	 0
a W PAW a























^+F +^ ^F .TFT . h .t 111111 A1q ^^#^.^^R+T^F#^A1 g1^^q•T^ 1F#111 A14^*#^1^
41	 'i' A PARTIA:., RANGE IF DESIRED:
3', ; :
 6T FULL  J- P PARTIAL FREQ RANGE?
i ULLr !-F'ARTIAL)
x:	 IF A PARTIAL. RANGE IS DESIRED:
.4
l , STAFFING FRED?
f rest	 ,': Pw r 10;-.
3 % ENL NO F REQ?
f ree	 <r-wr 10:•
1000
	 0
40 ENTER PLOT rODE PER BELOW. (FREQ
DATA ONLY)
1 ^ ( R,MS DEG -F )
(RMS DEG-F) /SQRT-HZ
3 : (MEAN-SQR DEG-F)/HZ
4-_ ( MEAN-SQR DEG-F) /HZ - kiB
51 TOP LINE HEADER?
C/O OF 9 NODE RC Cis T ' S
52 BOTTOM LINE HEADER,?
1--8-83 WWR













o) Text. Buf rers
o	 SYSTEM ARRAYS
1) Kevuoard Pro g ram Eric; Codes
2) Data Block. Gualifiers
3) Tner•mocour le Wire and Gz;u Stream Parameter Equation
Coef f icient.4
4) N.B.S. Temperatui- E quation Coerficients
5) I nput Arrav
b) Tirer•muc:uurle Wire P arameters
7) Gas Stream Parameters
8) Finite Element Coefficients - APBrCPE.F$G
9) Finite Element Coefficient. - Z1 th,ru Z.9
10) Finite Element Solution - ZP(1) thru ZP(9)
11 ) Scratch
o	 DATA ASSIGNMENTS
1) Variable Parameter Assi:gnment5






Thee-viocuu^ , le Wire Parismeter,.
Gas Stream Paraii;gt.er^-,
Finite Element Solution Coefficieritt,
Finite Element Sollution
U	 SYSTEM COMMAND FIL_FS
14
1 * 0 SYSTEH ROUTINES - A dia4ras showin g how these routines are
broken down and linked to gether appears below*
ORIGINAL PAGE 0







I	 FORTRAN	 TEXT	 I







	 i------->1 	 SYSTEM	 i	 I KEYBOARD	 I
I SUBROUTINES I	 I SUBROUTINES i	 I SUBROUTINES I






I NO, 1 DEFINITION	 l
i----i------------------------------------------------------- ---- 1
1 11 1 Edit Routine - all edits 	 i
1 12 1 Finite Element solution H(f) Routine 	 i
1 13 i Data Scalin g Routine	 i
1 17 1 Irrstantarieous Comr-ensated Data Routine	 1
118 I Clear Routine	 I
1 20 1 Edit Ruuti:le - all edits	 1
i 21 1 Smuutnin g ruutirre--;	 I
i 22 1 Set - ur3 3csve Routine	 1
1 23 I Set-uv Recall Rautirre	 I
1 36 1 Grai-hius ruutirret;	 1
1 39 1 Gra p hics routines	 i
1 49 1 Clear Routine
	 1
1 50 1 rower S pectrum and Measured H(f) Routine	 1
1 ai 1 Data Acouisiturr and TranLcri p tion Routine	 i
i 59 1 P1.ot, routines	 i
i100 1 Edit Routine - Tneuretical H(f) 	 i
1101 l Edit. Rur..rt.ine	 - Theoretical H(f)	 1
I "102 i Edit RutJt; rrZ - measu' . 1-- d H(r)	 i
i103 1 Edit, Routine	 -- Meas-;r.ir^ed H( F)	 1
1 104 1 Edit Routine - Mea,sur•ed H ^N 	 I
11.05 1 Edit, Ruj.rtine	 - Measured H(f)	 i
i106 I Edi L Routine - -r ruees--;irrA & Flittin g 	 1
1I07 1 Edit Routine	 - F'rocessir:s I Fluttirr^g	i
i:108 i Edit Routine - FrocessirrA & F1o1..tin-1	 1





1 L -.11 KYBD STACK 11
5 L. 1040
o	 Enables /disables Pushbutton
9 Y 1800 180	 -2 switches on 5477A SYSTEM CON-
TROL UNIT bu settin g VF No. 180
1Z L 1010
1) VF 180 = -2•(LABEL 1000)5
19 Y 5843 180D DISABLE
2) VP 180 =	 2,(LABEL 2008)•
24 Y 1802 180 ENABLE
29 # 1010 12	 0
'?5 '.
38 L 2004
42 Y 1800 184
48 L 2010
32 Y 5843 180D
57 'i 1801 180




























































1} LABEL 1000 - F.E.B. f r
theoretical value of 3ammi;
2} LABEL 2000 - F.E.S for
measured value of gamma
I

































122 Y 581i 8- 1
128 Y 180s 14" }
135 M8 3a 19
140 M5
.8
144 Y 6020 199 2
154 Y 6026 11 10
162 MS 38
?66 MS 18
170 Y 5844 -4
175 D
178 L 2000
182 MS 38 16
187 MS 18
i9i
	 Y 6020 177
201 MS 31
'1 06	 MS 11
210 TP




230 Y 6027 26'-')D 50
240 D
243 Y 5838 10
19
24a Y 5ai9 a 1
254 -' 5819 1 1
260 Y 5E19 6 1
266 MS 37
270 M3 27
274 MS 37 392
279 MS 27
282 Y 6024 1 1
290 MS JB is
295 MS 18
299 Y 1823 1 1
306 7 6050 1 2048





















28 Y 1800 2	 223D
34 Y 1803 3	 .:24r.1
•11 Y 1827 3	 10	 3D
48 'i 1800 281	 5	 6
55 L 999
59 Y :814
63 Y 583E a0
68 Y 0819 6	 :►
74 D
77 J 999 -1
$2 Y 1805 281	 i	 3
=	 89 J 210
93 TL
96 J 300 -1
5 01 Y I E.05, 2811,	 3	 2
i Oo J 2:10
152 J 300 -1
KYBD STACK 13
• Scales Fr*auencv Data
based on the value of
VP Not 281 (Plot Cude)
• Will Print an error
&&ssaee if an ille gal code
is entered.
21
a 1; t. 8ii5 261 2	 3
124 J 210 {
128 Y 3201
OF PAM QUALM
A.32 .i 300 -1
137 Y 1805 281 1	 2
144 Y 3201
148 J 300 -1
153 J 999 --1
i i8 1. 210 "-
162 S 0 3376 1
167 * 0 1000 i.'
i----_-: Widebarid rorreetiuri fac Lue fur P301
172 0 2D i	 Window	 (3.376*deIto-f)








KYSD STACK 17I L .-17
5 L 100
9 Y 3020
13 Y 1900 _-	 0
19 Y 1802 " 1





44 MS 31 9







78 MS 31 0 r
83 Mai 11 2
as Y 1501 0
95 M3 3i 0I+
100 MS 11 3
i 05 X ,,, 2
o Routine to compensate in-
stantaneous time domain data.
266D
	
o Routine compensates data
for distortion caused bv:
267D
1) Dividin g bw the comPenss-
tiory spectrum
2) Performin g and inverse
Fourier X-Form











109 .. 2 1.;)
113 Y 1805 1 1
12i CL. i) 0 256
12" CL 0 1796 2047
133 Y 180s 269 1
140 L 203
144 J 100 21
149 0 205 269D 0
155 D
158 J 100 36
163 Y 180 2'0 i
170 J 100 13
175 J 300 -1
ISO ._ 0 12
185 CL 0 1024 2047
171 X> 1
195 X . : 2
19 y ._ 0 1024
2. 04 LL 0 1024 2047
2; 0 CL 3 10:24 2047
216 _ 3 10:'4
7.21 H+ 3
r .eis	 ^)




























































17 Y 1800 4 0
23 1800 3000 0
291 L 200
33 Y 1821 3001 7
40 Y 1805 2902 2900b
47 Y 1800 2900 2902D
53 Y 1800 2901 2903E,
39 Y 1801 4 4D
66 # 200 203 0
72 Y 1000 4 0
76 Y 1804 2000 266D
SJ Y 1827 2000 10
92 1 1803 2000 2000D
99 L 300
iO3 Y 15,41 3001 7
i1u Y 1805 2000 2902D
117 CL 0 4D 4D
123 Y 1601 4 4D












KYBD ST A CK 18








13 1 1000 11
i8 MS 38 3
23 1!i8 Is
27 Y 3020
31 Y 5838 8
36 Y 5819 90 1
42 L ISoS
46 Y 1800 180 180-7
32 Y 1805 53
37 Y 1805 33 1
64 J 1504 -i
69 J i520 -1
74 L 1504
==	 78 Y 3838 54t
63 Y . 803 53
90 J 53D 55D
95 Y 5F38 G
i00 Y 5813 93 1
106 J i505 --1
0 55D













i20 f 1800 19 0
126 Y 5838 8
131 Y 3819 92 1
i37 L IS20
141 Y 1808 53
146 Y 1805 53 0	 1
153 1 1326
-1
158 .i 3040 -1
"• 63 L 1524
167 'i 1800 53 1	 1





194 Y 1800 i9 i
200 Y i800 iso 1808
206 Y 5838 54r,
211 J 5311 5U
16 MS 37
22-0, MS 27
224 Y 5838 8









i L -21 OF POOR QUALITY KYBD STACK 21
I. 100 ----- ------•-
9 CL 1 a	 Smoothin g routine
13 Y 1800 o	 Two routines available:
19 y 1800 6 1 1)	 Label	 100:
45 Y 1800 7 - f (x) = .25 *f Ot-1 )+
.5*f(x)+.25*f(x +l)
31 Y 1800 2000 5
-1 2)	 Label
	 300:
38 Y 1800 2001 25
-2 f(x)=	 f(x)+f(x+l)
45 1' 1823 14 0 0 ------------2
J` Y 1823 10 ;
where ^= the channeli number.
59 L
-400
63 Y 1821 22002 0 5-ri
70 Y 1821 200? 0 61.1
77 Y 1821 2004 0 ;'D
84 Y 1E;03 2005 ?C 2001D
91 Y 1803 20011 0C-3D '200411
98 Y 1803 204: 2404D 2001I1
103 `:' 1301 2008 200511 2006,D
112 Y 1801 2006 2008D 200G-,'D
i 1 ly, Y 1822 2008 1 6D
122. Y 180'1
., 5D
1 1-3 21 Y 1801 6 6D
136 '( 1601 7








161 C L. I
160 Y 1800 5 0
171 Y 1800 6 1
177 Y '1823 10 0
184 Y 1823 10 1
i9i L 400
193 Y 1821 2000 0
20-4 Y 182i 200, 0
209 T iaol 2000 2600D
216 y 1804 2000 2000D
X23 Y 1822 2000 1
230 Y 180i
236 Y 1801 6 6D




























J J 7# I
i tzo MS
4RKWM PAGE 11




























 is stored into
COMMON area designated
















128 Y ;; ;06 0	 74	 1 X
135 11' 5506
 0	 187
	 2 Of POOR QUALM
142 Y 1800 39	 480D








182 ..; 9999 -1
187 .
32





9 y 5844 20
•	 Routine recallsi COMMON
14 Y 5644 12 area desi gnated bts VP
# 480s
19 y 5814
23 Y 5838 9
28 L 1003 ORMNAL PAGE 18
OF POOR QUALITY
32 Y 5819 74 1
38 y 5819 64 i
44 Y isoa 4130
49 Y 1805 460 1 1	 1
57 J 1003 -1
-16 Y 1805 480 100 1
70 i 1003 -1
75 Ms 37 4810x, 
80 Ms 17
84 Y 1800 83 3'770­ •
90 y 1800 84
ni 96 Y is0o 123
i02 K8 37
106 Ms 27
1 .10 y 5844 ...20
.11 y 5844 -12
















































i 0Z i_	 200
	
3 "6 MS	 38
m
ONNUM
OF PM QLAL"y	 KYBD STACK 36









Il l. M8 Is
11 5 Hs 58;i8 150 ORIMWX PANE 4





141 Y 1605 276	 1 2
146 Y 5810 279D
	
280D 277D	 278D
156 J 210 -1
161 Y 5810
16 50 L 210
i69 Y 1805 281	 4 3
176 Y 5864 •-i	 .
181 Y 5816 3
186 J 220 -1
i91 Y 5864 1
196 1' i816 5
201 L 220 t
0S Y 158i:;
209 Y 5817 281B
214 J 100 39
219 D












9 Y 5838 35
14 Y 5808 975
20 Y 1800 1
26 Y 5819 1D
31 Y 5806 950
37 Y 1801 1
44 Y 5619 1D
49 Y 1801 1














tNtlOt M PAW-.11- , i,
OF POOR Q#«'TY
5 L 100
9 Y 1800 2000 223D	 224D
16 y 1800 2001 21YD	 220D
23 y 1800 2002 245D	 246D
30 Y 1804 2001 2001D	 2000x)
37 Y 1804 2002 2002D	 2000D
44 Y 1800 1 2001D
50 Y 1800 22002D
56 Y 1802 1 1 t:+





-:50 KYSD STACK 50
L 200
u	 Routine Performs a tri-
ca Y 1800 0	 0 spectrum ensemble avera
and evi,:luates transfer -
it; L 1 function.
19 CL OD u	 It then claars the data
block accordin g to the =
23 Y 1801 0	 OD charnel	 limits v4lculat
it Mack 49.
29 4 1 14	 0
U	 Finall y it dumps to 5ta
35 hS 3. •, 12 to determine the sea
,-tired value of game{&.
4 0 0 is
44 Y 6007 7 `-
49 P1S 3i 14D
0 4 L t()
f







/ 8 X',. Z
82 M S i 1
('i6 F J.







IIII Y 1 Doi, 0 3	 ORNWM PANS
OR POOR QUALITY117 J 100 49
122 L 30
126 * OD 2
131 ms 21 OD
136 CL OD 0 2
142 CL OD 0 1D
148 CL OD 2D 2047
154 Y 1801 0 OD
130 0 30 4 0
166 CH 1 ' 2
172 M& 21 1
17; M8 21 "•
182 Y 1603 762 1	 1
169 i 2000 12
194 Y 1803 263 1	 1
20i J 2000 12
























u Thi* routine aL;tAuir&%,
d., is to Ow Ovu-t-ut du -I
view (SOA tb p*)# tilan-




129 MS 31 70
134 MS r2
138 HS 38 17
143 HS Is
147 Y 6020 199
157 HS 31 70
162 MS 11
166 y 1823 1
173 Y 5839 10
178 Y 3819 ?
184 Y 6029 1D
194 Y 1800 is
200 Y 1800 14





2	 201	 56	 0
0	 0
I





i L -	 i r ORM" PM 0 ;i T A is ii	 5'r
CW ----------------
'o	 This	 routine detevimicies #
CT` .} 8A 44 i) Pr o gr am bra nchi n!i	 Lo 1' l -A
-
comr-rvn hated or	 UllL0%p@ny,4-•






39 'i 1805 G i	 1
^^,r1 .i 9 1 99 -








7 "i 7	 G
.:i J 777ri -	 -






109 Y 5844 -b




130 Y 1805 265
137 i 200 —1
142 Y 1805 28*41
149 MS 31 4
1554 MS i 1
158 J 150 —1




'r 78 X'• i
162 MS 31 3
187 MS ii
19i Y i8G5 264
196 : 1













Y i a 05 264	 i 2
234 i i0o
23 17, i 9 kl-1 q -1
244 Y 18 00 0	 26& Q
250 f 6007 4
25R L. 300
2 S9 h 3 31 Q a




283 li i 0Q 1
Oc. Q; 3
n 30 0
301 i 581 4
Y SBia IQ




`r L 10 0
9 Y 5844.. ,,' a.; 3
14 Y 1800 20
20 MS 37
24 MS 27
28 Y 1800 54
34 Y 1800 55
40 L 1505
44 Y S838 51
49 Y 5814
53 Y 5819 99
59 J 1500 20
34 Y 1805 19
71 J 1505 -3.
76 L 1510
8u -4000 11
85 Y 5844 -3
90 Y 5814 -4


















117, y 18u5 i80 1809	 2
122 Y 58i9 1 1
126 -.
131 J 1JG0 110
136 Y 1800 54 51
1421 Y 1800 55 100
148 Y 5838 51
153 Y 5819 79 1
159 <
162 L 0
166 J ii 1 1
172 J
.176 J i3 .L i
184 J i4 i 1
190 J 15 i i.
196 J 21 i. a.
202 J 22 i 1
C. J 23 1 1
414 J ms's 1 i
.2o Y 1305 480
2:33 Y 5814







255 1 26 PAW is



































S; y S84.9 11	 1
15 y ISOD 199
20 -:'
23 L 12
27 Y 5819 12	 1
33 Y ISO 203	 204
39
42 L 13
46 Y 5819 13	 1
52 Y laori 205	 206
58
61 L 14
65 y 38 1 9 14
71 T 18011 E32 02	 208
GO L is
84 Y 5619 15	 1
90 y 113 0D 209	 210
96
99 L 21
103 Y 5819 21	 1




122 Y 3619 22
128 Y ISOD 213 214
134 <
1337 L 23
141	 Y 58 19 23 1
147 Y ISOD 215 216
153
156 L 24
160 Y 5819 24
166 Y ison 2.01. 202
172
175 L 25
179 Y 5819 23
I SOP 217 21. F
i9i
194 L 26
198	 'r 381911 17, 26
Ok- 204 7 8ob 219 220
213 L 27
1 17 Y 5819 27























236 Y	 5819	 28

























OF POOR QUALTY --	 _
1 L -102 KY$D STACK 102 --
--------------
L 100
o	 Edit routine -
	 measured
9 Y Z8 a Htf>
14 Y 1800 20 0
20 M8 37
24 Ms 27
28 Y 1800 54 52
34 Y 1800 55 103
40 L 1505
44 Y 5838 J2
49 Y 5814 = _
53 Y 3819 99 1
a
09 1 1500 20
64 Y 1803 19 1	 1
76 L 1510
80 J 2000 1l
83 Y 7,844 •-3
90 1 5844 -6
75 Y 5844 --0 }
100 L 1511 z
104 D
107 J 1:;l 1 
1i1 L i
61 -
115 Y 18G:^ 188 1609
122 Y 5819 1 i
128 'r
131 Y 1800 54 52
137 Y 1800 55 1011
143 '1 5819 99 1
149 <
152 L 0
















9 J S 1 1
15 ,^ a ^ 1
21 J 7 1 J".
27 J 8 1
33 J 9 1 1
39 J 13 1 1
43 J 14 1 1
51 J 15 1 1
07 J 144 i
63 Y 1805 480 1
70 Y 5614
74 J 99 -1
79
8` L 99
86 Y 5838 55
91 J 10 2 1
97 v i i 2 1
103 j 12 1
107 J :G 1
ii5 J
121 J 'r 2 1
i 1-. 7 , 30 2 1
2
53



































9 Y 5819 S 1
1s Y 180D 223 224
21
24 L 6
28 Y 5819 6 1
34 Y 180D 283
39
42 L 7
46 Y 5819 7 1
5-4 Y 18ori 259
57 C
^a L s
64 Y 5819 8 1
70 Y IUD 26 1
75
78 L 9
82 Y 5819 9 i
as Y I gor, 260
9 1
96 L 13
10i0 Y 5819 13 1
106 `! 1ST rl 262
KYBD SI ACK 104



























T Y	 SSI9	 10
	




































o Edit rout ine
 - reesured1	 H(f)
226







































































9 Y 5844 b^a
14 Y 1800 ^$	 °' 0
20 MS 37
24 MS 27
28 Y 1800 54 53
34 Y 1800 55 107
40 L 1505
44 Y 5638 53
49 Y 5814
53 Y 5819 99 1
59 J 1500 tb
64 Y 1805 i9 1
71 J 1505 -1
76 L 1510
80 J 2000 1 i.
85 Y 5844 -3
90 Y 5844 -6




















115 Y 11305 180 1809
122 Y 5819 1 1
128 <
131 Y 1800 54 52
137 Y 1800 55 107
143 Y 5819 99 1
149 •<
152 L 0











39 1 24 1
45 J 25 1
;1 J 26 1
5"1 30 1
63 J 31 1
69 J 32 1
15 J 100 2
ss i 1801") 480
c8 y 5814




iio 1 36 2
116 J 37 2










134 J 51 2	 1






























9 Y 3819 10	 1
15 Y 180D 264
20 •.
23 L 20
27 Y 5819 20	 1
33 Y 180D 26S
38 ,
41 L 21
45 Y 5819 21	 1
51 Y 18 ODD .'66
56
59 L 22
63 Y "819 1
69 'i 180Li 267
74
77 L 23
81 Y 5819 23	 1
87 Y 18011 266
12 ,
95 L 24
99 Y 3819 24	 1.
105 'i 180I1 269
KYB11 STACK 108





















































































































































	 Furl watt} Routthev
, 	( W PON QUMM
-------------------------------------------------------- ---------
I PROGRAM I DEFINITION
i ------------------- -------------- 7 ---------------------
I	 Y 6020	 1 Iti puts user edits to arrow 'XINI
I -------- - I-   --------------------------------------------------------
I	 Y 6021	 1 Inputs T/C I gas str*om Eauatiors coat's to * p row O C I	 I
---------------------------------------------------------i	 Y 6022	 1 Evaluates T/C wire Parameter*
I	 Y 6023	 1
--------------------------------------------------------
Evaluates as% stream parameters
1	 Y 6024	 i
---------------------------------------------------------
Evaluates, H(f) -	 (T/C wire/ gas strtam)
--------------------------------------------------------
I	 Y 6026	 1 Evaluates, H(f)	 -	 (large wire/small wire)
-------------------------------------------- I -------------
I	 Y 6027	 1 Evaluet9s, measured value of 3AMMA	 I
I	 Y 6026	 i
----------------------------------------- r ----------------
Convei-ts, millivolts to de g rees foronhwit	 I
----------------------------------------------------------
I	 Y	 6091 9	 i Modified ver * ion of	 'Y 6028'	 for	 'HOST'	 I
----------------------------------- - ---------------------




SUBROUTINE Y6020(IrJBUF)	 OF PM QUALM
C
C Y 6020 N1 N2 NJ N4 NS 06 PASSES VARIABLE PARAMETER VALUES
C TO THE FORTRAN USER BUFFER BY USING A DOUBLE PRECISION
C DATA BLOCK AS THE INTERMEDIATE: BUFFER. WHAT THIS PRO-
L GRAM DOES IS REMOVE THE 6 'END CODE' LIMITATION BY STORING
C THESE VARIABLE PARAME `tEk VALUES IN AN ARRAY CALLED 'XIN' AND
C PASSING THIS ARRAY THRU COMMON. A MAXIMUM OF 60 VARIABLE
C PARAME TLRS CAN BE PASSED,
C
E: REAL VARIABLES USE 2 INTEGAR VARIABLE PARAMETERS FOR EACH
L VARIABLE. THAT 'S. THE REAL VARIIBLE MUST BE STORED IN TWO
C: INTEBAR VARInoLF PARAMETEERSP ONE FOR THE MANTISSA AND ONE
C FOR THE fOWFR OF 10.
C"
:: INfFGAR VARIABLES USE ONE INTEBAR VARIABLE PAR+
C VARIABLE.
THE PROSRAM ACCEPTS ANY CO MBINATION OF VARIABLI
C REAL ONLY • INTEGAR ONLY OR BOTH BY SETTING A Fl
C
C Y 60.20 IS FORMATTED PER BELOW'*
C
C NI	 (NTF5Ah YAkIABLE PARAMET ER STARTING VP S
C Ne	 NUMLER OF INTEbAk VARIABLES
C: N3 = ki.:AL VARIAHL_E STAR i ING VP#
L`' N4	 NUhRE R OF 
REAL 
VAF; I AFIL, fr S
C N"i	 BLU Ch t !`(] USE AS INTERMEDIATE 'BUFFER
1:. N6 = fl-AL; •- --] : ROTHr 0 ;- REAL ONLYr 1 = INTEi
C
" R013RAM F' XE t.;UI I DN PRE — REGU1811 : i s NONE
N,.} Er I i He • COMMON" VAh IABL F S AND ARRAYS REFEREI
I: r , ROGRAI M WILL CHANCE: WHEN USE[, IN DIFFERENT GVEI
I :HE:. REMALNINU iOFTWAREE WILL REMAIN UNCHANGED.
r i' ►11)L. '1, PURPURA -- 07 / 1Y.1821
i+ii'1E:NUION _bUF`16)rMQUALA5)
COMMON XIN,:30}+A(2)riti(2} ► C%45}+TC(4)96S(10
::C)MMON FRO
N1=,)T!UF(I }
N3 .j' P 1)i't:r}
NW,  ­ )RU (4 )
tliiJLI A1. ( 1 } 64
AL..t3	 3:"Y>
;;IWAL { 4 ).:4i
F M




4: ► l.i_ PUTO(N59MQUAL)
P- ( NA") SO 0 +G r 30
iit.) 3!j t'VT ► I +N2




3'"1	 CoN C I NUS:
.(F(NL) 40r44r99
40	 a VP= IN,S
114 ,4i4
 2
110 45 ICTR = ICTIrN4
CALL KYBD( 0 4440Br1822rIVP P N5r1)






99	 .ALL K'i BD (0411-23B r ; ti48 )
RF T LEi ^l
k ii iJ
FINDi





C '( 60,21 SETS UP AN ARRAY CALLED 'C' WHICH CONTAINS THE Co-
C E141EIENT'S FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE WIRE (Pt/6%Rh & Pt/30%Rh)
'w AND GAS STREAM EQUATIONS AND PASSES THEM THROUGH COMMON
t" TO 'Y 6023' AND 'Y 60248.
V PROGRAM EXECUTION PRE-REQUISITES: Y 6020
Cl










C t 4) - -•• 2.7 9 2 6 * 10 . *. * (-10)	 ORIGINAL PACE tE
'5) 3 . w 0 7 0 * 10 . *  (-2) 	 OF POOR QUALITY
C(6)-4.8648*10.**(-6)





C' 16) :-a.. i49()*i0.**(-10)
1 ' (17) -3 . 9228* 10 . ** (-2 )
C: (18l =4 .8327*:i0 . ** (-6 )
C. ( 1 9) 3. 3 4 .5'1 4.10. ** (-9)
1, t` 2'r. i- ; 1 .,.' c.i i4*10.**(-i6)











.T8 '50 *10. -*(-5)
C,(39) -.:1.4062*10.**(-:?)
70
is 41 'l ,--2-3537*10.**(—I)
C(4'2	 -7 5000*10.**(—S)











OM Mme. PAGE 0
F T N 4 s 1	 OF PON QUALM
SUK1 ,nU T INE Y6022 (I : JRUF )
C:
i	 C Y 602;1 CALCULATES THE FOLLOWING THERMOCOUPLE WIRE PARA -
C METERS AND OUTPUTS THEM INTO THE ARRAY ' TC' WHICH IS
i. PASSED THROUGH COMMON.
C
C 1. DENSITY (RHO)
C 2. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (XK)
C 3. SPECIFIC HEAT (CP)
C 4. THERMAL D IFF'US I T Y (AL)
C:
C THE VALUE OF 'XIN(8)' DETERMINES WHICH SET OF EQUATIONS
C WILL ICE USED.
C
C 1. WHEN 'XIN(8)' IS 0 0' THEN EQUATIONS FOR Pt/6%Rh TC'S
C	 WILL ICE USED.
c
C 2. WHEN 'XIN(8)' CS 1 1' THEN EQUATIONS FOR Pt/30%Rh TC'S
C	 WILL RE (ISED.
C


















CP=C t S) +C t b) *7+C: (7) AC1'*^k2+C { 8) *T*A^3
Ai. --(: { ^) +C (1 il) iKT+C (1 G 't *T^K*2 }C; (12) *T**3
GO T O 40
RHO I 
	
K . r 3:y) ::t14)*T+17(i. )AcT**2+C(16	 T**3
C.°F :_C 1 7i+ 0C 18)*T+C(19	 T* 2+C(20	 T 3+C(21)*T 4
i•t22 }G.2,ii*T+C!2=► )iAT 2+C:(:y !5 T 3
•< a








F T N 4 0 OW-11i -X PAGE 18
SUBROUTINE Y6823-4T ►, JbUF) OF PwR QUALITY ^	 }^
t. Y602:3 CALCULATES THE FOL LOWING GAS STREAM PARAMETERS AND
C ILITPLITS THEM INTO THE ARRAY 'GS' WHICH IS PASSED THROUGH
C .UMMON.
r
C 1.	 DENSITY	 (RHO)
C 2. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY	 XK)
C, 3,	 SPECIFIC HEAT
	 (CP)
C 4,	 SP'ECIF'IC HEAT	 RATIO	 (GA)
C 5.	 VISCOSITY	 (XMU)
C 6. SONIC VELOCITY	 (C) i
C .	 KINETIC VISCOSITY	 (G)
C: 8. PRANDTL NUMBER	 (PR)
C ', .	 MEAN GAS VELOCITY	 (U)
C to. AERODYNAMIC PARAMETER (GMA)
C E0l.IHTli3NS W Eli TO CALrUL-ATE PARAMETERS 2s, 3 ► AND 4 ARE DEPENDENT
C ON	 TH'	 Ft I EL.	 TO	 AIn	 RATIO	 (XIN(3) ).
C: -'ROGRAM EXECU TI ON P RE — REGUiSITES:	 Y 6022 A
C; -'ALIL.
	






10 G0N i 1 N'ir'E bi =XiN(^ii
l'i_ Y, CN(10
I'r (F- A.GT^XL.:i.AND.FA.L.E.XI._') 	 GO	 TO	 30





GA= C ( 3G i ikTtC ( 3i )
(10 TO 50
lipi•-C k At:); *T+(: (	 ^ )
i{. Xis	 t.:(,i8	 *i1'C:(309i
3
PtY^ ;..j 	:_.ry^:1.^7!((P/( T+460	 i J
t.: .. f1.,'1::4Ac:;,URI (GA y (1+460. ;) )
6 :: XMU i RHi 0
GMA : GMA/(SGR'r(6)*Tf:(I)*Tf:'(3)1 =^ 1
73
GS (2)-XK 0	 PAN G














P " N4 v 1.	 ORIGN M PAGE 15
C;	
30 BROUTTNE 1'6024(19JAUF)	 OF POOR QUALM
C y 6024 N1 N2 N3 EVALUAttg TRANSFER FUNCTIONS PER BELOW
C FOR N1 VALUES OF'OA144 MD STORES THEM IN FILE 1 STARTING AT
C RECORD 109 FOR SMALL WIRE DATA+ AND RECORD 309 FOR LARGE
C WIRE DATA, A MAXIMUM OF 13 VALUES OF GAMMA ARE ALLOWED.
C
C 1. SMALL WIRE (GAIN AND PHASE) VS THE GAS STREAM
C 2. LARGE WIRE ( GAIN AND PHASE) VS THE OAS STREAM
C
C Y 6024 IS FORMATTED PER BELOW:
C
C N1	 THE NUMBER OF GAMMA VALUES
C N2	 FLAG	 0 = .THEORETICAL GAMMA EVALUATED. GO FROM .5 TO 1.5
C	 TIMES GAMMA IN .1 INC'S.
C	 1 = .MEASURED GAMMA EVALUATED. LEAVE ALONE
C N3
	
FLAG - 0 = .EVALUATE PIECEWISE TRANSFORMS CH 1 TO 50 CON-
C	 SECUTIVES THEN EVERY 10TH CHANNELS THEN CH 1023
C	 1 -- .EVALUATE SPECIFIED CHANNELS FROM EDITS
C
C 'i 6024 CAI.-.LS THE FOLLOWING SUBPROGRAMS:
G
1. TRFP - THIS "3UF.F'ROGRAM CALCULATES THE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE
C	 TRANSFER PROGRAM "TRFM' AND PASSES THEM THROUGH
C	 COMMON.
2. T RF'M - THIS SUBPR9GRAM EVALUATES THE TRANSFER FUNCTION.
C
C, :3. )(TNIZ - THT' 514FROGRAM 'CONVERTS ANY FLOATING POINT VAR-
C	 IABLE TO AN INTEGAR AND POWER OF 10.
i.:
C PROGRAM EXECi 7 10N PRE- REQLJl y I TES: Y 6022P Y 6023
C
(' PAUL T. PURPURA - 09/ 04/8,'
DIMENSION JBUF (.3) SM(4UAI..(5)
COMMON XIiNf30)S At2)•K.'2	 C(45	 TC(4i+GS(10) TP;10
COMMON FRO
NI - JYUF (I"
N4==JBUF ; ti )
NS_= J)RUF ( 3
iF (N4)8 581.582
.1	 T -- XIN( 11 )+.00001.




N'7 1. C 2 3
Nc,..:
G [) .r i7
_.HN = X. T. IN '.1 21/XTN(1 I)
N - x INt 13i/XT14(1.".)
c•






l	 (T — t-	 )64:62x62





6v MGUAL (4) =`i7
60 TO 70
r;6 MOUAL. ( 4);141
















2 TOMA=GS (10 )












CALL TRFM (X 9 Y )
















19 A( I ) :.. D(; iA
CALI.	 XIN'i'Z(XrIXrNP)
I;r`ol L.	 I:YBI:► (054440B	 1.800 9 1 v K( 1) i





 D(+MA1	 , J






l^ (XI N ( 2) )35r35.3b
31 C ALL	 K `t' Btui ( 0 465238 r 31 t 10 )
U U	 TO	 :3.7
=. CALL K'l BD ( 0435238 + 31 r 30)








FTN4.1	 OF POOR QUALITY
1iJ 'irl]11i 11dE Y6026 (I a JBUF ) 	 l
C Y 6026 N1 N2 N3 N4 EVALUATES THE TRANSFER FUNCTION BETWEEN
" 2 DATA BLOCKS.
L
C Y 6026 IS FORMATTED PER BELOW:
c
C N1 = NUMBER OF RECORDS (GAMMA VALUES)
C N2	 START POINTER IN FILE i FOR SMALL WIRE VS GAS STREAM H(f)
C N3 = START POINTER IN FILE 1 FOR LARGE WIRE VS GAS STREAM H(f)
C N4 = START POINTER IN FILE 1 FOR 10 MIL VS 3 MIL
C
C THE PROGRAM USES BLOCKS 0 AND 1 FOR COMPUTATIONS
C
C PROGRAM EXECUTION PREQUI5ITES: Y 6024 (TWICE)
C






N5::,.IP.UF . ,i )
N6- JPUF ( .Jl
H(.UA1 (1 )..-2048
6iQ1:Al- (::' i ^ i
MOU41. (4) -41.
hU1.)AL.'.'.,>	 U
(;lal- i-	 Fl.iTP ('	 i MfiUAL )
Iib
	
3 0	 1 R '::t.N1
CAL.L.	 KY')+li (046i:?3B • 31 q N4 )
i.".r'li i.	 h t'l^til ({i46;.i':'3^++ 11 )
cAl. L.	 1:YI?Tl (046U23B, 31 v N:5 )
i'(ii '.	 KY}(1'1(046`7123R f 1.1 f 1 )
X;.- : XTf4t 1.J_)iXTN(11)
Y.11--:(Tt^(
	 `1)lXIN( 11 )
X;=>.l lit i3)lXIN(11 )
T1. :. /L	 05 
11.1 .=XLl+ . 05
nl;	 20	 TC--T1... • IU. TN
C: r,i.t	 ItF1:1.^T.r,G10^F'10)
N'H1.01 :3- P1.0	 P 3i	 6 11^1(F'H1 O 1'3i
TF (1.}i0.-1 )1G+13v1:3























FTN4 1.	 owp4ft PAGE 0
SUBkOUT INE 's'6027(lt.JBUF)	 OF .POOR QUALff Y
C Y 6027 NI N2 N3 N4 NS N6 DETERMINES THE MEASURED VALUE OF GAMMA
C AND STORES IT IN 9 06(10) • FOR EVALUATION OF THE MEASURED TRANS-
C FER FUNCTION, IT IS FORMATTED PER BELOW**
c
C NI - FLAG - 0 a READ GAMMA FROM COMMONP I 	 CALCULATE GAMMA,
C N2 w STARLING RECORD 4 IN FILE I FOR LAROE/SMALL WIRE H(t).
C N3 a NUMBER OF THEORETICAL X-FER FUNC, RECORDS
C N4 a SCRATCH BLOCK FOR THEORETICAL DATA*
C N5 = BLOCK WHERE MEASURED X-FER FUNC RESIDES
C N6 a BLOCK WHERE COHERENCE FUNC. RESIDES*
C
(1, IT PERFORMS THE FOLLOWING DATA CHECKS**
C
C I * DETERMINES IF 'THE MEASURED GAIN CROSSES THE THEORETICAL X-FER
C	 FUNCTION CURVE.
C
C 2s DETERMINES lF lHE COHERENCE IS WITHIN SPECIFIED LIMITS OF	 •
C	 S<Y**2-',1*005.
C 3, DETERMINES IF A COMBINATION OF ABOVE ERRORS WOULD RESULT IN
C	 NOT HAVING A MEASURED VALUE OF GAMMA.
C
C IN EA(:H OF THE ABOVE CASESP A MESSAGE IS DISPLAYED ON THE
C TERMINAL TO FLAG THE OPERATOR. IF A MEASURED VALUE OF GAMMA
L IS NOT DETERMINED9 PROCESSING STOPS AND THE OPERATOR IS AD-
C VISED TO CORRECT THE PrROBLEM AND REPEAT THE ACQUISITION,
C
PROGRAM EXECUTION PRE-REQUISITE:;: i 60'1200 6021PY A021 2PY 6023	 t—
"l p
C
C PAUL T. FURFURA - 09127/82
DIMENSION JBUF(6)













i: Fi-;- X! N ( 11 ) /X:1!(14)
14 r F A
NL F A *X I N ( 12) ) /X I N 11
:CU;4 7 A*X I N ( 2^ 5	 X 114(11;
XL+ 1 05
ILI : ).'U+ 0')




DO W u a lk1#lW IN
I i' %. I L;/ NF
ALL GET(N5#IC#GN#FH)




CALL GET(N4 # IT#V1#Pl)


























IF ( AVC) 55.:.x: # 6o
715	 CALL K'I'BD ( 054440)) # 5819 # 10 # 1 )
CALL KYBP(04204OB90)









A( 1 S 
-L G8( 10)
Cr"ILA. X'NT !XPlX#NP)
(41 1 hYlli 0 54440R#10C-09243#K( 1 ) )
(4,1.L h Y B 11 054440E # 18 0 i:o v2 i4 p  ( 2: ) )
; A L 1. I` YBU(05444JB v1 819# 11 •1 )









F T N 4 .:.	 OF F= QUALM
URF(UUT I;it`	 Y6028t I . JB1JF >
C
C Y 60:8 N1 N2 N3 N4 NS N6 CONVERTS MILLIVOLTS TO DES-FARENHEIT
C BY USE OF N.B.S. TEMPERATURE CURVES. DATA CAN BE FILTERED BUT
-	 - C NOT WINDOWED. IT READS DATA FROM FILE 1 ON THE DISC CONVERT; IT
C Tn TEMPERATURE AND STORES IN THE SAME RECORD NUMBER THAT IT HAS
C REMOVED FROM,
C
C Ni a SLOCKSIZE
C N2 = 0 OF THRU-RUT RECORDS
C N3 = STARTING RECORD IN FILE i
C N4 a TC CODE FLAG* 1 = CR/AL ► 2	 PT/10%RH. 3	 PT6%/PT30%
C 4 = CU/CON
C NS a COORDINATE CODE
_r= C N6 = FREQUENCY CODEC
-' C THIS PROGRAM USES DATA BLOCKS 0 AND i FOR COMPUTATIONS. DATA
C MUST*BE SCALED TO MILLIVOLTS PEAK.
C
C THIS PROURAM CALLS 2 SUBPRO URAMS2
9
G 1.	 • TCOEF • - WHICH INPUTS ALL TC CURVE EQUATION COEFFICIENTS.
C
C: 2.	 'TCALC' _ WHICH CALCUL . AlES TEMPERATURE FROM THE APPROPRIATE
C TC CURVE.
3









MDUAL ( i) =-N1
MAUAI (2);r- N5











KYBU ( O ;4440IR r 5838 r 1 )
)ti
	 ^0	 Iir^.N'd
CALL KYBD(046'j23B:31 r N3 )
CALL KYItD (04652? 3B r 11) 
- ￿ CA:J	 KYSD7 054440E t I SOO P O P N3 )
CA:.,L
	 KYBP( 054140 $. 5819r7r1)
-- Cf LL K BI) ( 0 i4440B r 1809.0 )
C;1 L.1_	 hYK0(054440P,'i819v' v 1 )
ll`^	 10	 IC-I •Ni
ALL	 fs'ET(0r1(-1,A(1)rCtAP)
L:	 L	 ► CALC (Z )












^ T;d ; r i	 A1• 'At^ N
StJttR0lJTINE Y6029(IPJBUF)	 OF pm QRAL1N
C
C Y 6029 N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 IS A MODIFIED VERSION OF 'Y 6028•9
C WRITTEN ESPECIALLY FOR 'HOST'. UNLIKE ' Y 6028. WHICH LINEARIZES
C ONLY ONE RECORD AT A TIME AND DOES NO SCALINOt 'Y 6025' REMOVES
C AMPLIFIER DC OFFSET i"6 1 SCALES THE DATA PRIOR TO LINEARIZATION.
C 2 RECORDS ARE AC DATA - ( LARGE S SMALL WIRE T/C) AND THE THIRD
C IS THE DC CHANNEL, AFTER REMOVAL OF DC OFFSET AND SCALING. THE
C PROGRAM ADDS THE DC TO THE ACr CONVERTS IT TO TEMPERATURE AND
C THEN REMOVES THE DCr LEAVING PEAK TEMPERATURE. THIS IS DONE TO
C BOTH AC CHANNELS.
C
C PAUL T. PURPURA — 10/28/82
C
DIMENSION JBUF(6)PMQUAL(5)
COMMON XIN(30 ) rA(2) ► K(2 ) rTCF(11r9) ► IFL
N1=JBUF(l)
N -JfsltF(2)
N A--JRUF• (3 )
N4-JBUF(4)
N: ---: J 0F(5)
H6 , -.JL•tliF i r.. )
i~ QUAl (1 '­;N1
MODAL (2 ; = N`.i
M011AL (7 -32767
MQUAl.. (4) -N6




_) D 10 !U=1 9 14




CALL PUTQ(1rM0UAL)(;ALL PUTQ(2v MQUAL.)
CA LL. KYBTi(()46523Br31rN3)
Plo 30 IR-1 r fit2
CAL I. KYBli (046523B r l l r 3)
CALL. KYBD(046523Br11r 4)
L,AL.L K`(BD(046523Br1ir5)













	 T	 t v N I
Cili-t.	 6ET(3PIC — lPD3MtCRAP)
C o'i L L.	 GE	 4 , I C — I v D 10 M v C R A P OMMAL PAaE 16
CALL qET( SylC — lwDJCrCRAP) OF POOR QUALITYll,iM=rl3M — X I N ( 17)
It I Oh n. 111 OM—X I N ( 20)
T'i D C :.-  D a C — X 114( 23
1'13M.:.-I.i 3 M*XIN ( 16)*(1000*) /XIN(15)
DI0M=DI0M*XIN(19)*(1000*)/XIN(I8)







T-iMriDC ­ A( I
rl 10 m D C
CALL	 TCALC(Z)
T I OMD('-A( I
—TIOMDC—TEIC
CALL.	 -*L;'i (0 f 1 C— 1	 T3M
CALL	 PUT (l 9 !C-1	 TlOf4VtR_AOy
('-A L, L	 H, J T(2vlC-1,TDCvCRAP)
CONT I NUE
0	 L..	 KYBD	 46'1)23Ti p 21 p 0)
LALL.	 K Y B D	 4 6 5­2 3 B v 2 1 j, "t
Y B 11 (i) = 6,512 3 R v 2 1 v 2
,io	 i"ON1 INUE
F	 (i




1.3 Fui trai+ Subruutines
ti ^









I	 TCGEF I	 Irip ut ,s	 N.B.S.
I ---------------------------------------------------
curves for	 'Y 6028 0 and	 'Y 6029'	 1
1 ---------
1	 TRFM I	 Evaluates
; ----------------------------------------------------------











I Chan g e s a
1------------------------------------------





l3lUBRtlt3 1 f NE SPCY (X )
	 OF POOR QUAM
IS A SUBPROGRAM THAT DETERMINES THE SAMPLING FREQUENCY
C AS A FUNCTION OF THE INPUT FREQUENCY. IT OUTPUTS THROUGH THE
C siRRAY 'A" .
c
C' %ALLING PROGRAMS: TRFP• TRFM
C
















F W 1', s
i=TN4vl...	 0RKi1 X PACE 0
Su''Bk ]UT INE T'CALC CAL )
	 OF POOR QUAUI"Y
C 'TCALC" IS A SUBPROGRAM THAT CALCULATES TEMPERATURE FROM THE
C COEFFICIENTS IN THE ARRAY ' TCF" AND SPECIFIED THE TC CODE FLAG
C ENTEREt IN "Y 6028".
C
C CALLING PROGRAM: Y 6028
C PAUL T. PURPURA -- 09114/82
C
COMMON XIN(30)rA(2)rk ( 2)rTCF ( lir9)rIFL
IF(IFL. EG.i)GO TO 10
IF(IFL.EQ.2)0O TO 20
IF(IFL.EQ.3)GO TO 30









60 T O bO
I R :.;: i a
6(1 fo 60
00 55 IRx-IRLrIRH



















	 OF PON QUALM
;:;i. l eROU T I NE TCOEF ( Z )
L
C 'TCO ' iS A aUBPROGRAM THAT CONTAINS ALL TC CURVE EQUATION CO-
C EFFICIENTS AND STORES THEM IN AN ARRAY CALLED 'TCF' WHICH IS
C IN COMMON.
C
CALt.. EC^UF I44- W -1 DERIVED FROM N.S.S. CURVES, WHERE THE INDE-
C PENDENT V0141 .f (MILLIVOLTS) WAS NORMALIZED BETWEEN -1 AND +1.
t.
C R'EF'ERENCE. JUNCTION= 32 DEG—F.
C
C CALLING PROGRAM. Y6028
c




TCF t 1 .:?) w i`J^. aF311*10. ^k* t -2 )
1CF (^ ,3)= —7.999*1G.*^K(-1 )
TCF(1.4;;-15,!489*10.**(1)
T CF (1 f J) ::-14.7235*10•**(1 )
i°CF { 1 , 7 ? ^n 7.68`;5*1G. ^ktk(-1 )
C. ( 1
T F( 	 i .16,3490*10#*4.{rJ)
i C iV	 :1	 2.1.£787*10.**(—:}
'i(°F iw'y4)- ^c. 8t341*10.**{1)
2p6;
	 4o. 4444*10.**(-1}
f t:E c 2 t 7 9 -0
TGF{;?s8):'t}t
TO.
 { .3, 1 i 52 .9 ,390*10. ** ( 0 i
TCF (3 ► 2)=4.6597*13.**(--3)
ii'.F'{;3r3i.:.-•lS,y'^b3*iu.iK^k{-1 )
i i:' F
 { 3, 4); :
 15. 3262*13.	 2 )
Ti;F (3, 5) 4 80. 7975* 10. **(1)
7'4:F (316)-42.3674*10.**(0)
'i'i:F(3:7)==16..7 773*10.:Ic*{0;
1CF ...'i y 8)	 0.
T C F ( 3 9
CF( 4,1.t= 1.4780*10.+K*(0;
iCF'i4e2i - 133.4771*10.**(--1;











































TGF(9+4)-:••i 10.4443*10. 1:*( 1)
TC:F'(9+:i)=-40+5648*10.**(1 )
^t:Fl='r6)--911.3308*1G.**(-1)
i'CF' i :^ r i >-435.`.:+711*1(). Ac;ki -1 i
TC;F'(978):,G.
TC:F(9.7i1:U.
7'C':F ( 10+1 ) •--137.6271*10. **(-1 )
'r CF (1v•2)-182.0053*1Ci:**(-;3)
IF 10p 3} --1Su.4867*1G.**(-2 )
Tc.;F' t 10.4) -:44.38 ;2*1.0 . ** t 1 )
'i'C'F(lC^+ r)-39i.81G*10.**(G)
ITF :1006) :- --- 101.6005*10.**(0)
i (;•7i ... 677#75431*10. K*( -1)













'TR 00 IS pt SUBPROGRAM THAT EVALUATES THE TRANSFER FUNCTION BE—
C; i WE:EN THE 'THERMOCOUPLE WIRE AND THE GAS STREAM, IT OUTPUTS
i' UAIN AND PHASE INTO THE ARRAY 'A' WHICH IS IN COMMON.
C THIS SUBPROGRAM CALLS THE SUBPROGRAM ' SPCY' WHICH DETERMINES




C CALLING PROGRAM: Y 6024
r











E ^^ c) .	 ORIOANAL PAGE IN
w 'a •	 OF POOR QUALITY
;^ t::1 ^:: Cr .




11VI..1 AT==TP t 2 i






(i 'r F' ( 1 0 )












;' F '(7 )• t.a)*iC*('T4+T2--^*T1))/(A1)+T1
P(2)-(.S)*(C*(Ti+T3-2*T2))/(Al)+T2
71 = (3)	 (.	 )*(C*(T2+T4-2*T3)+F*(TR-T3))/(Al)+T3
ZP(4);w(.5)*(C*(T3+T)-7*T4)+(2*1")*(TR-T4))/(Al)+T4
Z1't3>-t.5)*tC*(T4+'T6-2*T5)+(2*F)*tTR-T5))/(A1)+T^
ZP(6)=(C * tTS-T6) +E*(T7-T6) + (F+G)*(TR -T6))/(Al+bt)+T6
ZP(7)-(.5)*(E*(T6+TS-2*T7)+(2*G)*(Tfi-T6))/(8)+T7
ZF'(8)m(.5 )*( E*(T7+T9 -2*T8)+(2 *G)*(TR-TS))/(B)+T8




T• - T+DEL TAT
L. ^^ F = t.. A F' + 1	 tAL PAGE 18
OF POOR QUALITY
1 T--U.
1 AP " A 
DO	 30
	 T N' --1 r 9
7. 1 IF' ;=ZF(IF';
3G C014	 1Ni.)V
_ CF	 tF2):31 r:31r3'.!
_ ; t C.	 I C:
- >.10
	
XIC - 2 .
:Sa 1F•'AHS(Pl	 Et	 P 2	 )34,34x70
IF'(AB.?(F'2) •ARy(P3))70v40v4G
•11 PKNE.0-P2




F`KIIT•F'It1)IF /A8S tr ' F(NEG i
(.061-. F1<OT^	 6:ir65r75
IF (XIC--?n %r. *XN2)7Gr6l-. p6 >
f a r'i^F'05	 (='KP0S-F • KNEG) / 2.
GO	 1( , 	715
' o 1 t:)NI' T NUE
` f 1	 L y.a t	 i= F• KF •;.^
- C	 XIC/Xt"21
idti - X N C
' N C , N C;
_ r ►,r..	 x 1C-CHK
h'RC :=F RC-ZC1i (ZCA - ZC	 ;
6	 { F RC/XN: 




SUBROUTINE TRFP (X )
C;
i; 'TRFP* CALCULATES THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS REQUIRED BY THE
C TRANSFER FUNCTION PROGRAM 'TRFM' AND PLACES THEM INTO AN
C ARRAY CALLED • TF'' WHICH IS PASSED THROUGH COMMON*
C
(":	 t. DEL. Tr',
C 2, DELTAT
C 3. SIGMA





C	 7. C	 I •
C	 8. E:
C	 Y . F•
C 10. G
C
C REFERENCE 'DYNAMiIi' SAS TEMPERATURE MEASURING SYSTEM - SYSTEM
C DESIGN AND TEST Fti_AN (FR-16J8l)` FOR DEFINITION OF ABOVE TERMS.
C..
C THIS SU• BPkOGRAM CALLS ANOTHER SUBPROGRAM (SPCY) WHICH DETERMINES
C THE SAMPLING FREQUENCY AS A FUNCTION OF THE' ANALYSIS FREQUENCY.
C.
C CALLING PROUKAMi 1 5024
L: PAUL I. PURPURA - 07120181
c
G06tili-A XlN(30) o A( 2) PK( 2)PL;(45)PTC(4)PGS(10)•TF'(10`)
COMMON FRu





AiE.1. i A= X IN ( 4) /3 .
Ill .
 L • I AT= . i (XN2*FRO )
aIGMA=XIN(5)/3.
idl 2-*3.1415*FRU1 1::. ( XIN (6 ) **2*DFL'TA) r (8. *VC ( 4) *DEL.TAT:
F--(XIN(i)**2 *SIGMA)i'(8.*TC(4)*i1E. • L'iAl )
C-(XIN(6)**2ir(4.*DELTA)
F;(XINl7)**2)/(4.*SIGMA)
V . ( A( 2)*SORT(XIN(5))*DE lL TA) /(2.*TC(4}3('i (A(2) *S(IRT(XIN(7) )*SIGMA);'(2.*TC(4) )(F I i==DEL iCi









',i.) Bi GUi tN + C-	 ( ,iYk rN') 	 OF Pm Qua"
t;
C 'AIN'vZ' IS A SUBROUTINE THAT INTEGARIZES ANY FLOATING POINT
C NUMBER TO AN INTEGAR AND POWER OF 10. USE OF THIS SUBPRO-
C ORAM ALONG WITH SYSTEM KEYBOARD SUBPROGRAM8 PERMITS OUTPUT
C TO THE TERMINAL WITHOUT USING THE FORTRAN FORMATTER ► WHICH
C SAVES ABOUT 4000 WORDS OF PROGRAM MEMORY.
C
t, IT MAY BE CALLED FROM ANY FORTRHN PROGRAM BY THE FOLLOWING
C. SEQUENCE:
C
is CALL XINT1 ( XrIXrNF')
C
C THIS PROGRAM COMMUNICATES TO THE MAIN PROGRAM VIA 2 ARRAYS•
C THESE ARE.' A(l) AND K(2).
C.
C IT IS ALSO • SMART $
 IN THAT IT WILL ROUND UP I DIGIT ON THE LAS+
C ITERAT + Oh WHEN THE NUMBER BEING INTEGARIZED IS .5 OR GREATER.
C
NUTk i
 THE COMMON AREA OF THIS SUBPROGRAM WILL VARY FROM ONE
C, SOURCE LISTING TO ANOTHER ► HOWEVEEir THE GENERAL SOFTWARE
«TILL ALWAYS REMAIN UNCHANGED.
C
C CALL 1140 F kOGRAMS *' Y 6024 P Y 6G28 r i RFM
C
1` HAPi i
;;il^'Ii^l.)!^^ ;til.ivl;3Ui r L:t4^iriC { 4)rG^ ( lv)ri'F ( 1Girtii(:? irfii^.i
0- U
Nv-ti)
,^H+ +A(1 i i
	
,00I	 Ji tx - 3200G. i `'.i1Gr;i02 502
NV -NH1+i.
	
10	 1	 520 520 "J'jO
,,'.,	 i.) 3G 1
	




Ii	 ..i 4t	 :^l j
t '^'	 , n
	
i;	 IX	 fX '1
	











	 _--	 i	 }Y
{---------- ---------i-----------------------------------------•----t
i BET(NIPN2#Xi•X2) I Accesses scaled data from block • NI O P	 1 !
t	 1 channel • N2 1 and stores it in 4 X1 •
 and 'X2 6
 t
	 {
{	 1 (real and iaaainarv)
	 !
I	 1	 1
i PUT(NIPN2rXltX2) i Places scaled data fro& • X1 9 and • X2 9
 and	 i
I	 1 stores it into block • N2 • channel • N2 6	i




1 Puts block auslifiers s pecified br the	 I
1	 1 arrow 4 MQUAL' into data block • NV	 1
i	 {	 1

















IKYBD(041123BYN1) 1 BS Ni
---	 I --------------------
ISET THE SYSTEM	 I
! 1 IBLOCKSIZE TO
	 'N2'	 i
IKYBD(041514BPN1) 1 CL N1 (CLEAR BLOCK NG.'N1.1
! 1 t	 1
IKYBD ( 042024B•Ni) I D	 N1 iDISFLAY BLOCK N0.
	
!
I J. `,. I'N1'
I 1= ' i	 i
IKYBD ( 0465238.3IvN1) I MS 31 N1 ISET THE DISC FILE
	
!
IPOINTER TO FILE	 It
	
i
I IRECORD	 NO.	 'N1'	 i
i 1 I	 i
1 KYBD ( 0465	 3B v l l q N1) t MS	 11	 NI I READ NEXT RECORD: IN i
I i (FILE	 1	 INTO BLOCK	 1
! ! IND.	 'Ni'	 i
1 ! i	 1
iKYBD(046S23B.21>N1) i MS 2:	 N1 IWRITE	 BL O CK	 NO.'N1'i
t ! iINTO NEXT RECORD IN;




I Y	 1800 N1
1	 i
142	 ISET VARIABLE FARA-	 1
I I iMETER	 'N1'	 TO	 'N2'	 I








iKYBD(054440Bv1622vN1rN2vN3) i Y	 1822 N1 N2	 N31KE.YBOARD




I Y 5838 N1
1	 1
I REA D 	DISC	 TEX !'	 B L;r-ii i iFER	 NO.	 'N1"	 INTO	 1
I i i i.;f1i':	 i
i i I	 I




i I ITHE	 TERMINAL.





Y S803 1	 OF POOR QUU
WARNING -- CLEAR NEW DISC BUFFERS
/L4
490
4to program soft keys%
4f1=graphics 4
4f 2=alpha%
4f3=5et page full busy it
4f4=clear page full busy %
















^THEORETICAL. VAt: OF GAMMA I(FT+ # 312)/SECT: %
4 ont55a) (pwr 10) %
4/4
4071t
4LINEARIZATION IS NOW OCCURRING%
40H THE FOLLOWING DATA RECORDS:%
4/*$
w408i
4EAD DATA AT BELOW FREQ. %
DATA POINT DISCARDED. %
4	 (freq) (pwr 10)i
41f^
4104
4THE MEASURED TRANSFER FUNCTION CURVE DID NOT CROSS ANY%
4THEORETICAL TRANSFER FUNCTION CURVE BETWEEN .S AND 1.5%
4GAMMA, OR HAD BAD COHERENCE. A MEASURED VALUE OF GAMMA%
4WAS NOT OBTAINED. CHECK YOUR DATA, CORRECT THE PROBLEM$











WARNING -- CLEAR NEW DISC BUFFERS
IL$
490$
4PRINT PARAMETER VALUES? %




4ENTER LINE f TO EDIT
., 4 10 TO STOP$
,r
4L I NE NUMBER?%






















QRM WAL fftr 19
Y 5803 10	
°F POOR QUOIL17Y
















'FSYSTEM IS EVALUATING TRANSFER FUNCTION. THE 2 VALUES SCROL— %
FLING UP THE SCREEN ARE THE INSTANTANEOUS FREQUENCY AND GAM— %
FMA INDEX. THE GAMMA INDEX IS NOT DISPLAYED WHEN THE SYSTEM%








4SYSTEM IS READY TO ACQUIRE DATA.
4	 ^
4PRESS "CONTINUE" TO START DATA
W4
W%


























4THE PLOT CODE PRESENTLY ENTERED IS ILLEGAL! ii
4PLEASE CORRECT THIS CONDITION BY ENTERING ii
4A LEGAL PLOT CODE FOR EDIT NO. 40.%
106
omom
jTNANK YOU! 	 OF POOR QUA
4l+%
4	 ^




430 EVALUATE (LARGE WIRE/SMALL WIRE)
4	 TIC N(f)? (0=N0, 1=YES)\
4
106
OF POOR PAN ^ou"
Y 5603 51
WARNING -- CLEAR NEW DISC BUFFERS
!lis





414 DIAMETER OF SUPPORT WIRE (INCHES)?





422 MEAN GAS PRESSURE (PSIA)?%




423 MACH NUMBER? ii









413 LENGTH OF SMALLER WIRE (INCHES/2)?
4	 (length) (pwr 10)%
41*^
415 DIAMETER OF SMALLER WIRE (INCHES)?
4	 c dmtr ) (pwr 10)%
41f^
4121
412 LENGTH OF SUPPORT WIRE (INCHES)?








;21  MEAN GAS TEMPERATURE (DREG-F)?i




428 FREQUENCY INCREMENT? 4
t incr ) (pwr 10)%
Ski
5241
424 FUEL TO AIR RATIO (FJA)? %




'+DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT - S
4THEORETICAL N(f) CRITERIA %
425$
425 THEORETICAL DELTA-F SETTING? co




i	 cr 	 QUNMs
'v07 ENDING FREQUENCY ?%












WARNING -- CLEAR NEW DISC BUFFERS
410	 .
410 CHANNEL "A" AMPLIFIER GAIN?%
4 t gain ) (pwr 10%
4115
4	 %
411 CHANNEL "A" RECORD LEVEL?4
4	 levl ) tpwr 10%
412%
4
412 CHANNEL "A" DC OFFSET? it
4 toff 5et) cpwr IM
420%
4	 %
420 CHANNEL "B" AMPLIFIER GAIN?%
111
PAN a




421 CHANNEL "B" RECORD LEVEL?%





422 CHANNEL "B" DC OFFSET? %





430 CHANNEL "C" AMPLIFIER GAIN?%




431 CHANNEL "C" RECORD LEVEL? %
^j
112
t 	 0000ft PAN !S4 c t ev 1 ? cpwr 10  `	 vW POOR QUALM
432	 .
4	 ^
432 CHANNEL "C" DC OFFSET? $





405 ADC DELTA-F SETTING? %










406 NUMBER OF THRU-PUT RECORDS %





407 NUMBER OF POWER SPECTRUM AV- i,
ERAGES DES I RED? \
409%









OF PMR QUAl lvw
Y 5803 53




410 PLOT UNCOMPENSATED OR COMPENSATED%




420 PLOT AVERAGED OR INSTANTANEOUS it
4 DATA? (O =AVG, 1=INST)\ %
4/#%
421%
4# IF DATA IS INSTANTANEOUS:%
4# %











430 PLOT FULL OR PARTIAL TIME RANGE?
(0 =FULL, 1=PARTIAL)\ ii
41+%
499
4DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT - i








4* 25 PLOT TIME I FREQ DATA? tO=TIME%
4 •	ONLY, 1 =TIME 6 FREQ)\
414
431%
4+ IF A PARTIAL RANGE IS DESIRED: %
4+ $












4• 32 ENDING TIME?%
40	 time ) (pwr 10) % .
423
4* ^
4+ 23 THRESHOLD TO CLEAR ON FREQ DA-%
4•	 TA IN "dB"?\%
4/#%
426
4 # IF DATA IS AVERAGED: %
40
4♦ 26 PLOT LARGE OR SMALL WIRE DATA?%







WARNING -- CLEAR NEW DISC BUFFERS
/L$
409




413 OLD GAMMA BUT NEW COMP. SPEC.?




414 GAMMA VALUE: S












43S PLOT FULL OR PARTIAL FRED RANGE? 4
4	 (0 =FULL, 1=PARTIAL)\,%
440
4	 ^
440 ENTER PLOT CODE PER BELOW. {FREQ




4	 1 =(RMS DEG-F)$
4 '=(RMS DEG-F)1SGRT -NZ%
4 3 z (MEAN-SGR DEG-F)/NZ%
4 4=(MEAN-SGR DEG-F)/NZ - dB %
41+^
436%
4o IF A PARTIAL RANGE IS DESIRED: 4
4+ %
4+ 36 STARTING FREQ ?%









4# 37 ENDING FREGA
LF#




2 00 SY 1 i e Pr`= ARR AV, r IAI#t7rp
'V t t	 PAN
. i Ii a ted► .^ r^i r" ro A ram End Codes	 OF PON QUAM
I--------- I --------------------------------------------------------- i
i JBUF (1 'r I Uma u end code • NV	 1
I --------- I ----------------------------------------------------- _-_I
iJBUF ; 2) 	 I Utter end code . N2'	 t
I--------- I ------------------------•------------------------------ -i
IJBUF ( 3) i U%er and code "N3'	 i
I --------- I --------------------------------------------------------- f
I JBUF (4)	 I Use r and code • N4 •	 1
i---------i---------------.----------------------------------------- I
f JBUF (S) I User wnd code I NS' I
I--------- I -------------------------------------------------------- i
IJBUF( 6) 	 I User erid code 'Nb"	 f
i----------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2 Dati blc►ck Qualifi"rs
f --------- i --------------- ,-
IMQUAL ( i') i Da te block bl-.:ck.size	 i
iMQUAL(2) I Data black. coor ►iinate cc)de	 i
I ------- I ------------------------------------- . -------------------- i
iMQUAL (3y i Data block cal iilrat. rar	 i
i MQi,iAL (4) f Data clock f rerauencu codc, 	i
iMOUAL(S) : Dat.; i-luck statkil,
i--------------------------------------.__.._______--___
2.3 T/C Wiri: ii Gad 5tieau► Louatiori Coefficikr ► L:




i	 1	 f	 I
i	 1	 i	 i
i	 i	 f	 i
I	 U
i C(45)	 I	 i
.4 N.n.S Tem perature Eauatioii Co&fficients




u1p t. PACE N
OF POOR Qumm
NOtEe' EdAts refr:renc*d Prom XI14t14' to XIN(24) a pp le tea measurvi
HM criteria, All other edits referenced ae ►rlw to ttreoret-
ical HM criteria.
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2 ° 6	 Wire Parammter^.|----- -	 /-~ ~ ~~
	
'
- -- - -- - ~^-----~-~---~^---^~~~~^-~-------~----------|
|T^\1)	 i T/C wire demsitu (Rho)
	 ^	 ||---------^-----~------------------~---~-------~~~-----------------| ^
	
~~
(TC 2)	 / T/C Thermal conductivit y W	 |
^--_------^---------- ^ 
-- ------~~---- -~-- --~-- --~----. -- -- -----| f
|TC(3)
	
I Sp ecific heat (Cp)|-~~~---~-^~--~~~----------~~---~-----------~-----~----~-----------^













y ----------- - -------------------- ----- A.P.B QUAUW ---------- I
!GS(1)	 i	 Gas stream densit y (Rho)	 i ARMy---------- i ---------------------------------------- ---------------- I
!GS(2)	 !	 Gas stream thermal conductivity (K)	 i
--------------------------------------------------------1
IGS(3)	 !	 Gas stream s pecific heat (Cp )	 I
------___ i ------------------------------------------------------- iI	
-IGSM	 !Specific Beat ratio (Y) 	 I
I-----___	 t ------------------------------------------------------ t
MSM
	




!	 S Utt ic	 velocity 	(c)	 I -
!	 ------	 i	 -------------------------------------------------------I




IGS(S)	 i	 Prar+dt l 	 number	 (FR)	 i
I-------- --------------------------------------------------------
IGS(i)	 !	 Mean	 3as	 velocity 	(I1)
--__-_--_I_-_---._____-_ --- ---------------------------------------- 	 y Ser





vtl	 1+1111:.G' ii iament Coefficients	 ONNIAL . Pm m	 _	 = --
OF POOR QUALM
iTt='(i)	 i	 H{f)	 coefficient	 (DELTA)---	 -------------------------------
1	 --------i_______________ ___ _____________________________________	 I
ITF(2)	 I	 H{f)	 coefficient	 (Delta T)	 i
--------------------------------------------------------1
ITF(3)	 I	 H ( f)	 coefficient	 ( delta)	 i
I--
	 -------------------------------------------------------- i
ITF(A)	 i	 H(f)	 coefficient	 (Cn)	 1
1 ---------t----------------------------------------------------- ---i
ITP(5)	 I	 H(f)	 coefficient	 (A)	 I
I ---------I--------------------------------------------------------I
ITF(6)	 I	 H(f)	 coefficient	 (B)	 I
I--------- I -------------------------------------------------------- I
ITP M	 i	 H(f)	 coeffiicent	 (C)	 I
i --------1---------------------------------------------------------- i
iTF(8)	 I	 H(f)	 coefficient	 (E)	 I$.
i--------- I ------•--------------------•----------------- I 
iTrr^(9)	 i	 HM	 coefficient	 (F:	 1^







2+9 Finiti El. ewent. gelkficient^
i -----------------------------------......____..___-_-___-....._____ ---- i
1 ARRAY I DEFINITION	 i
! ---_---- i ------------------------------------------- ------------ I
I Z(1)	 I HM coefficient (Z1)	 !
; --------- I--------------------------------------------------------
I	 Z()	 i H(f) coefficient (Z2)	 1
1---------i -------------------------------------------------------i
1	 Z(3)	 1 H(f) coefficient (Z3)
i --------- I ----------------------------------------------------------- t
I
	
Z(4)	 1 H(f) coefficient (Z4) 	 i
i-------- i ------------------------------------------------------- 1
I
	 Z(5)	 i H(f) coefficient (Z5) 	 1
i--------- ; --------------------------------- ---------------------- 1
1	 Z(6)	 i H(f) coefficient (Z6) 	 t
1 --------- i ------------------------------------------------ 	 y
I	 Z(?)	 I H(f) coefficient (Z7) 	 i
I--------- i -------------------------------------------------------- i
I	 Z(8)	 I H(f) coefficient (Z8)	 I
i--------- i --------------------------------------------------------- i
1	 Z(9)	 1 H(f) coefficient (Z9)	 t
i --------- i -------_--- --------------------------------------------•-- I
I
	 Z(10)	 1 H(f) coefficient	 (ZO)	 i
i--------- i --------------------------------------------------------I
2910 Finite Element Solutior ►s
i	 Zr(1)	 1 H(f) Node i Fir ► ite Element Solution (ZF'1)
I-------- i








i	 ZP(3)	 i H(f) Nude 3 Finite Element Solution (ZF'3)	 I
I ----- ----- I ----------------------------------------------------- ----- i
1	 ZF'(4?	 i H(f) Node 4 Finite Element Solution (ZF4)	 i
I---------i	 ------------------------------- --------- -----_._______-_;
t	 ZF':5)	 i H(f) Node 'i Finite: Element Solution (ZF'5)	 i
!	 -------- 
y-------------------------------------------- .__
i	 ZF'(6)	 I H(f) Node 6 Finite Element Solution (ZF'u)
1 ---------- i
1	 ZF'(7)	 i H(f) Norse 7 Fii-:iLe Element Solutior ► (ZLP -7	 I
y--------- I	 ________________-- _-__________._________
1	 ZF'(8)	 1 H(F) NudE 8 Fir ► ite Element Solution (ZP 8 11	 i
y._----__
1	 ZF'(9)	 I H(f: Nude 9 Finite Elea► ent Solutior: (ZF'9)
:	 ZF'(10)	 1 -H(F)
I	
-------------------------------





:.1^ Scrat^l^ Are ^c^s	 OF. PM QUA
I ARRAY I DEFINITION	 I
I -------- I ---------------------------------------i
1 AU)	 I Pass intermediate data through COMMON 1
I -------- I	 1
I A(2)	 I	 {
I k(1)	 I	 I'
i K(2)	 i	 i
128
=^
3 * 0 DATA ASSIGNMENTS	
ORSOML PAW ig
3.1 Variable Parar Assi gnments	 OF P}R QUALfTy









115 TO	 18	 I - I NOT USED 1
1 19	 1 - i	 EDIT FLAG I
1 20	 t - i EDIT BUTTON FLAB 1
121 TO 38	 1 - I	 NOT USED 1
t 39	 1 - I	 SET-UP N0. I
140 TO 52	 1 - I NOT USED I
1 53	 1 - 1	 EDIT PHASE - LABEL NO. 1
1 54	 1 - i	 EDIT PHASE - TEXT BUFFER N0, 1
I 55	 I - I	 EDIT PHASE - KEYBOARD NO. I
156 TO 73	 1 - 1	 NOT USED 1
1 74	 i •- I	 SCRATCH 1
175 TO	 179	 1 - I	 NOT USED 1
I 180	 t - i	 SCRATCH i
1181 TO 1861 - 1	 NOT USED t
I 167	 1 - I	 SCRATCH I
1188 TO	 1971 - i	 NOT USED I
i 19 8 	 1 1 1	 AUTO SEG	 - QUESTION NO. 30	 1
i 199
	
1 1 1	 AUTO SEQ	 - QUESTION N0. it	 1
1 200	 i _ I	 AUTO SEA	 - QUESTION NO. 29	 1
i 201	 i 1 I	 AUTO SEQ	 - OUESTION NQ, 24	 I
1 202	 i 1 1	 AUTO SEQ	 - QUESTION NO. 24	 t
1 203	 1 1 1	 AUTO SEQ	 - QUESTION NO, 12	 1
1 204	 i i I	 AUTO SEC	 - QUESTION NO. 12	 1
1 205	 i i i	 AUTO SEG	 - allESTION NO. 13
1 206	 i i I	 AUTO SEQ	 - QUESTION NO. 13	 i
1 207	 i 1 i	 AUTO SEO	 - QUESTION NO. 14	 1
1 2Gn	 i 1 t	 AUTG SEQ	 - QUESTION N0. 14	 i
{ 209	 1 1 1	 AUTO SEQ	 - QUESTION NO. 15	 i
1 2i0	 I 1 1	 AUTO SEG	 - GUESTION NO. 1S	 i
{ 211	 I i I	 AUTO SEQ	 - QUESTION NO. 21	 t
1 212
	
i 1 I	 AUTO SEU	 - OUESTION NO. :)1	 I
1 -!13
	
i 1 I	 AUTO SEQ	 - QUESTION N0. 22	 i
i 214	 1 1 1	 AUTO SEG	 - QUESTION NO. 2'	 {
2 1 5	 1 1 1	 AUTO SEQ	 - QUESTION NO. 23
i 216	 1 1 1	 AUTO SEQ	 - QUESTION NO. 23
1 2 17	 1 i t	 AUTO SEG	 - QUESTION NO. 25	 1
218	 1 i i	 AUTO SEG	 - QUESTION NO. 25	 !







	 VF	 ^ i MODE 1	 DESCRIPTION
_......i
---------------------------------------------- i
1	 220 1 '1 1 AUTO BEG
	 — QUESTION NO. 26	 1
1	 221 1 1 1 AUTO ts'EQ	 — QUESTION NO, 27	 1
1	 222 1 1 1 AUTO BEG	 — QUESTION NO. 28	 !
1	 23 1 1 1	 TIME MAP	 - QUESTION N0, 05	 1
1	 224 1 1 1	 TIME MAP	 - QUESTION NO, 05	 1
i	 22U i 1 1	 TIME MAP	 - QUESTION NO, 10	 1
i	 226 1 1 1	 TIME MAP	 - QUESTION N0, 10	 I
1	 227 1 1 1	 TIME MAP	 - QUESTION NO, 11	 i
i	 228 1 1 1	 TIME MAP	 - QUESTION NO, 11	 i
1	 224 i 1 1	 TIME MAP	 - QUESTION NO, 12	 1
1	 230 1 1 1	 TIME MAP	 - QUESTION NO, 12	 1
1	 231 1 1 1	 TIME MAP	 - QUESTION NO, 20	 1
1	 232 i 1 !	 TIME MAP	 - QUESTION NO. 20	 i
i	 233 1 1 1	 TIME MAP	 - QUESTION NO, 21	 1
i	 234 1 1 1	 TIME MAC	 - QUESTION N0, 21	 1
1	 23 5 1 1 1	 Thin MAF • 	— QUESTION NO, 22	 i
1	 236 ? 1 1	 TIME MAP	 — QUESTION N0, 22	 I
1	 2:37 i i i	 TIME MAP	 — QUESTION NO. 30	 f
1	 238 i 1 1	 TIME MAP	 — QUESTION NO, 30	 1
1	 239 i 1 1	 TIME MAP	 — QUESTION NO. 31	 !
1	 240 1 1 1	 TIME MAP	 — QUESTION NO, 31	 !
1	 241 i 1 1	 TIME MAP	 — QUESTION NO, 32	 !
1	 24-4 1 1 1	 TIME MAP	 — QUESTION NO. 32	 !
i	 243 1 1 1	 TIME MAP	 — QUESTION N0. 14	 !
1	 244 1 i ?	 TIME
MAP
	 — QUESTION N0, 14	 i
i	 245 1 1 i	 AUTO SEQ	 — QUESTION NO, 2 7 	
f	 246 1 i I	 AUTO SEG	 — QUESTION NO, 27	 4
1247 TO 2581 — I	 NOT USED 1
1	 259 i i I	 TIME MAP	 — QUESTION NO. 07	 ?
1	 260 1 i 1	 TIME MAP	 — QUESTION N0, 08	 i
i	 261 1 1 i	 TIME MAP	 — QUESTION NO. 09	 i
i	 262 f 1 i	 T IME MAP	 — QUESTION NO, 13	 i
63 1 1 1	 TIME MAP	 -• QUESTION N0, 14	 I
1	 2.64 1 2 1	 TIME MAP	 — QUESTION NO, 10	 i
I 26 5 ? ? i	 TIME MA '	 — GUF: STION NQ. 20	 i
1	 266 i .. i	 TIME MA'r'	 — QUEST I ON NO, 2 1	 i
?	 267 i 2 1	 TIME MAP— QUESTION N0. '22	 i!	 266 i 2 1	 TIME MAP	 — QUESTION NO. 23	 i




I	 VP	 4 1 ,Meta. =1 DESCRIPTION 1
i	 270 1	 2	 1 TIME	 MAP	 - QUESTION N0. 25	 i
1	 271 1	 2	 1 TIME	 MAP	 - QUESTION N06 30	 1
i	 272 1	 2	 1 TIME	 MAP	 - QUESTION N0, 31	 1
1	 273 1	 2	 1 TV E	 MAP	 - QUESTION N0. 31	 1
i	 27A 1	 2	 1 TIME	 MAP	 - QUESTION NO# 32	 1
i	 "75 1	 2	 1 TIME	 MAP	 - QUESTION NO, 32	 I
i	 276 1	 ^2	 1 TIME	 MAP	 - QUESTION NO. 35	 i
1	 277 1	 2	 1 TIME	 MAP	 - QUESTION NO. 36	 i
i	 27$ i	 I TIME	 MAP	 - QUESTION N0. 36	 1
1	 279 1	 2	 1 TIME	 MAP	 - QUESTION NO, 37	 I
1	 2$0 1	 2	 1 TIME	 MAP	 - QUESTION N0. 37	 I
1	 261 1	 2	 1 TIME	 MAP	 - QUESTION N0. 40	 i
1	 2$2 i	 2	 1 TIME	 MAP	 - QUESTION NO, 26	 I
1	 283 1	 1	 1 TIME	 MAP	 - O0ESTION NO• 06	 i
i'"164	 TO 479i	 --	 i NOT USED i
i	 480 1	 -	 I SCRATCH 1
12000 TO 1	 -	 I SCRATCH I
I	 2008 i 1
12009 10 1	 -	 1 NOT USED i
1	 2029 1	 1 1
1	 3000 1	 -	 I SCRATCH i
i	 3001 1	 -	 I SCRATCH 1
















1	 3 1 POWER SPECTRUM
	 - SMALL WIRE T/C	 i
t	 4 1 POWER SPECTRUM - LARGE WIRE T/C	 t
1	 S 1 POWER SPECTRUM	 - REAL PART CROSS POWER	 (1)1
1	 6 1 POWER SPECTRUM - IM4G PART CROSS POWER
	
(1)1
t	 7 1 MEASURED H(f) - (LARNE WIRE) /(SMALL WIRE)	 I
1	 S I COHERENCE FUNCTION - -(Y**2)
	 I
1	 9 1 THEORETICAL A(f) -	 (LARGE WIRE) /(SMALL WIRE)(2)
	
1
114 TO 29 1	 THEORETICAL H(f) -	 (SMALL WIRE)/(GAS STREAM)(3)	 1
130 TO 49 t	 THEORETICAL H(f) -	 (LARGE WIRE)/(GAS STREAM)(3)	 1
ISO TO 69 1	 THEORETICAL H(f) -	 (LARGE WIRE) /(SMALL WIRE)(3)	 I
170 TO 438
----------------------------------------------------------





(1) - STORED AS DOUBLE PRECISION
(2) - COMPENSATION SPECTRUM
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4.0	 MArte`
 A f30RITHM8	 Of POOR QUALM















-	 (1.8102E-06)(T**2)	 +	 (1.1490E-10)(T**3)3 _
4.1.3	 S pecific Heat ( BTU/LBm- DEG R)
cP('P) ­3.2070E-02 +	 (4.864SE-06)(T)	 -	 (3.8201E-13)(T* *2) g
-	 (1.0204E-13)(T**3)
CF'(T) =3.9228E-02 +	 (4.8327E-06)(T)	 +	 (3.3457E-09)(T**2)
-	 (1.7809E-12)(T**3)	 +	 (2.2544E-16)(T**4)
4.1.4	 Thermal Diffusit y
	(FT**2/SEC)















	 P	 PSIA.	 T DEG R
4.2.2	 Thareal Conductivitw ( BTU/FT-HR-DEG R)
K(T)=1.40203E-02 +	 (1.89980E-05)(T)
	 for F/A=.01 IN
K(T)=1.40413E-02 +	 (1.94294E-05)(T)	 for F/A=.02
K(T)-1.40622E-02 +	 (1.98590E-05)(T)	 for F/A-.03
4.2.3	 Specific Heat ( BTU/LBe -DEG R)
CP(T)=2.4733E-01 +	 (2.7657E-05)(T)	 for F/A=.01
CP(T)=2.4413E-01 +	 (2.7400E-05)(T)	 for F'/A=.02
CF(T)=2.3937E-01 +	 (2.7091E-05)(T)	 for F/A=.03
4.2.4	 Specific Heat Ratio •
Y(T)•-1.3750E+00 -	 (-3.4000E-05)(T)	 for F/A=:91 ^'£
Y(T)=x.3690E+00 -	 (-3.4500E-05)(T)	 for F/A=.02
-
Y(T)=ls3630E+00 -







4.2:.6	 Sonic Velaci tw 	 (FT/SEC)
C•-41 .45418QRT1(Y) (T) 3	 where	 T::,	 I+E G 	 12
4,.2.7	 Kinetic:	 Vi 4.^,cositw	 (FT**2/SEC:)
SQRT (4) =MU/ RHC)
4.2.8	 Prandtl Number -
PR"3600(MU)(CP)/K
4.2.9	 Mears Gas	 Velucitw	 (FT^'SEC)
U-M(C)
4.2.10 Aerodwriami%.	 Parameter	 IFT**(3/2)/SEC3




, ..,.a A	 OR POOR QUALM
4.3 Finite Elvownt Solution Coefficient Algorithms
4.3.1 DELTA	 L/3	 o L :--leng th of the
T/C sur+ i^ort wiry






4.3.3 delti	 1/3	 o 1=1/2 the lentith
of the smaller
T/C wire
4.3.4 Cro = 2(Pi) (Fn)
4.3.5 A=( D**2)(DELTA )1( 8)(ALF'NA)(DELAT-t) u D=the diameter of
the suwr- ort wire
4.3.6 8 =( d**)(delta ) /(8)(ALPHA)(DELTA-Z)
	










o d 4 the diametor of





4.4 Flint* Ebro*nt Solution Algorithm* OIL PM a

























COMMAND FINES FUR HOST PROGRAM OVERLAYS ^K^K #crk^k*^* **
***** OVERLAY 4 16 *****
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xlWft
• V3501A














































OR'K IAA PAQE 13
cw PWR QUALITY
***** OVERLAY 9 18 *****







































QUICK-KEY REFERENCE 	 ORIGINAL PAGE iii
	
GOLD KEYS	 OF POOR QUALITY
r	 w0ca ru[	 --1
N	 lie	 166	 W	 1014	 [O48	 40[[	 *N[1	 MiOr
	 WN[T 1
-s
STOIP	 CONTINUE srt/	 Nuw
^	 i11(1GR•YV^h(. ^ I
	











OF POOR QUALIV	 QUICK-KEY REFERENCE
STANDARD KEYS
w«n s.0
µ	 ^:!	 H^	 ►^7	 Mtn	
i0U nON	 Wir	 .f.0•	
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF KEY DESCRIPTIONS
This appendix contains in alphabetical index of the key descriptions followed by an
illustration showing the key exactly as it appears on the front panel of the 5475A Control Unit.
In addition, the symbol that is printed out for each key is shown. When a key has more than
rtne function (e.g., KEYBOARD/PLOT), each is listed separately.
!able B-1 Atphabew at tndex
Function key	 Symbol function key	 Symbol
ADD






Analog Output ® B Block Subtraction .	 A-
Block Ad'dion A+ Buffered Analog RB
Block Conjugate Multiply ® Clear CL











rafils &.1- Ah*.hmiM Sd....Oolk





























Fourier TrwWom	 F In"& Divide .






Takla bt. AWuhhotieat	 10MM'4111
l	 N l K"	 h
lntepr Muk*	 • LOS* Y TL
IOG
. Loop Comma, DWid. i






lump	 I Mm Store . MS
Keyboard	 K Outpn' . Y P
n:TPi r
Label	 .	 L Nwtoreader a R




Lkt•	. 	 Y /L ►oUNer . I
Load	 .	 X^c Polar Coordinates ® TP
Lo{ Marlw&	 .	 TL tower Spa>`trum . SP
Var"4 Por~or or LOW r oaam
5451C OPERATING
147
OR W01 PAQE 0
OF POOR QUMJTv
tWo S-1. AblWwkal Index (oottt'di
hMtt ^	 1'Y fWte ^ Xs
Punch ► Sullraa• Y A-
Pw•
PUT




RecWgulu CoordinoW .	 TA Teich
TEXT
Y w
RetKe TrmWw Function . CM








Vp/aa! PMo woof or Uw AW&m
5451C OKRATING
H
a
146
